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The Vision Statement of the Plan 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Whittlesford Parish will remain an attractive and desirable place to live, meeting the 
housing needs of all ages with a community seeking to provide a good quality of life 
for all residents in a rural village environment. 
It will be a thriving and sustainable community, supported by appropriate 
infrastructure, offering a range of employment opportunities and maintaining green 
areas that are a haven for wildlife, whilst protecting and conserving the Parish’s rich 
heritage assets. 
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Foreword 

 
Neighbourhood Development Plans give a community the right to develop a plan for its 
Neighbourhood that sets out policies on the development and use of land. This has been our 
aspiration in producing the Plan for Whittlesford: we have aimed to provide local people with 
the opportunity to inform and exercise control over where development should go and how it 
can benefit the community. Our vision and objectives are set out at section 6 of this Plan. 
 
Once made and approved, our Neighbourhood Development Plan for Whittlesford forms part of 
the statutory development plan and this means that South Cambridgeshire District Council 
must take into account our Plan in determining planning applications.  
 
Whittlesford is noted as a desirable village to live for people working in Cambridge and 
increasingly in the growing knowledge-based industries in this area to the south of the City. 
Our village station, which sees over half a million passengers a year, also makes it convenient 
for commuting to both London and to Cambridge. Whittlesford has a large, central sports and 
recreation area, a well-used village hall, a shop and Post Office and highly-rated primary and 
pre-school facilities It also has three pubs/restaurants and a hotel, and a thriving social club. 
However, it has been able to retain a semi-rural environment, with farming an activity within 
and around the village itself. The natural environment of the village is one that the community 
sets great store in seeing flourish. The village benefits from being surrounded by considerable 
areas of Green Belt land.  
 
While these are positive factors, the success of the village has served to increase house prices 
to the extent that extent that most young people who have grown up in the  
village cannot afford to purchase houses in the village which are on the  
open market. There is a strong demand for affordable housing both  
for renting and for shared-ownership. The village has a substantial  
number of retired people and there is therefore pressure on medical and  
social services. A principal objective of this Plan therefore is the delivery of affordable housing, 
and achievement of sustainable development within the parameters of the Green Belt. 
 
The Whittlesford Neighbourhood Plan seeks to address these issues and has been developed 
by and with the community. It has been produced by the Neighbourhood Plan steering group, 
drawn from members of the Parish Council, village community groups and individuals drawn to 
the notion of helping to shape the future of the village. We have listened to and taken up the 
views and ideas of those living and working in the village together with stakeholders with an 
interest in our community. 
 
The results of the initial Neighbourhood Plan Survey, subsequent public consultations and 
workshops have all sought to ensure that the plan accurately reflects the aspirations of the 
people of Whittlesford.  
 
Peter Topping       Arthur Greaves 
Neighbourhood Plan      Chairman of the  
Co-ordinator       Parish Council  
 
2019  
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What happens next? 
 
Comments on this draft will be assessed by the Steering Group and where appropriate 
will be included in the Submission version to be published by South Cambridgeshire 
District Council for comment and independent examination. If successfully examined, 
the final version of the plan will be prepared and become part of local planning law if a 
majority vote for it in the subsequent referendum. 
 
Thanks to: 
 
 
Names to be inserted 
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1. Introduction – What is a Neighbourhood Plan? The policy 
context. 
 
1.1 A Neighbourhood Development Plan (the Plan) can set out a vision for an 

area and planning policies for the use and development of land. It will form 
part of the statutory planning framework for the area and the policies and 
proposals contained within it will be used as a basis for the determination of 
planning applications by the planning authority – in this case South 
Cambridgeshire District Council. The Plan must be in conformity with the 
Government’s National Planning Policy Framework and must satisfy the 
Basic Conditions which are: 

  

• Do the policies have regard to national policies and advice 
contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State? 

• Does the Plan contribute towards the achievement of sustainable 
development? 

• Are the policies in general conformity with the strategic policies in the 
Local Plan? 

• Is the Plan compatible with or otherwise not in breach of EU obligations? 

 
1.2 The Plan has been prepared with regard to the National Planning Policy 

Framework as well as guidance set out in the National Planning Practice 
Guidance. The policies in the Plan are in general conformity with the 
strategic policies in South Cambs District’s Local Plan, which was adopted 
in 2018. 

 
• Core Strategy DPD (January 2007) 
• Development Control Policies DPD (July 2007) 

 
1.3 South Cambridgeshire District Council (SCDC), as the Local Planning 

Authority, publicised the application from the Parish Council and 
advertised a consultation period beginning on 8th July 2016 and 
closing on 5th August 2016. Under the Neighbourhood Planning 
(General) Regulations 2012, SCDC confirmed the designated 
Neighbourhood Plan Area in August 2016. A notice to this effect can 
be viewed on the SCDC website1. See section 4 of this document for a 
map of the designated area covered by the Plan.  

 
1.4 Whittlesford Parish Council confirms that this is the only 

Neighbourhood Plan for the Parish of Whittlesford. 

1.5 The opportunity to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan was considered 
worth pursuing by the Parish Council to protect and enhance the 
environment of Whittlesford’s special character, and manage 
realistically and sensibly ever-increasing planning pressures facing the 
village. Whittlesford Parish Council first considered developing a Plan 
in 2013 and, as an initial step, delivered a consultative questionnaire to 
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all households in February 2014. This was primarily to gauge support 
for developing a Neighbourhood Plan, but also sought the views of 
residents on housing and other matters (ref: Whittlesford 
Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire, Feb 2014).  

  150 Responses were received, a response rate of over 20%, which 
was considered very satisfactory. Of these, 139 supported the idea of 
producing a Neighbourhood Plan, six opposed it and five did not 
answer the question. 

1.6 Neighbourhood planning policies only influence development that 
requires a planning application and the Plan cannot therefore include 
policies and issues, that fall outside planning control. In the course of 
consulting about the Plan many other issues have been raised, and 
these are set out   in the ‘Projects’ section of the Plan, and are for the 
Parish Council to pursue.   

1.7  The background data on which the Plan is based is in separate Base 
Evidence document which can be found at 
www.whittlesfordneighbourhoodplan.co.uk 

 
2. Whittlesford – a brief history 
 
The village was originally established on the ancient Icknield Way, which could be a 
mile wide in places, at a crossing point on the River Cam. There is archaeological 
evidence of continuous settlement since at least Roman times. The Parish Church of 
St Mary and St Andrew dates from the 11th century, with some original masonry still 
incorporated in the present structure. 
 
When Civil Parishes were set up way back in the mists of time the Civil Parish 
boundaries normally followed those of their Ecclesiastical predecessors. In the case of 
Whittlesford the southern boundary was the track/road which subsequently became the 
A505 (part of the original road now being Royston and Station roads). The boundary 
with Duxford at this time being the centre line of the roads. In 1960 a short new stretch 
of road together with a bridge was constructed to the South of the then A505 to avoid 
the railway level crossing at Whittlesford Station but there was no change in the parish 
boundary line. On both Royston and Station Roads houses and businesses on the 
northern side remained in Whittlesford and those on the southern side and Moorfield 
Road were still assigned to Duxford. 
 
When the area of the Cambridge Green Belt was defined in the 1970’s nearly all the 
land in Whittlesford (with the exception of that in the Development Frameworks) was 
included whilst all the land in the Civil Parish of Duxford was excluded. 
 
In 2015 the southern boundary of the Civil Parish of Whittlesford was moved marginally 
south to the centre line of the A505 as we know it today. The effect of the change was 
that all properties in Royston and Station Roads together with those of the Moraine, 
Knights Orchard, and Owl Close transferred to Whittlesford together with those of 
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Moorfield Road north of the A505. 
 
Until the coming of the railway in the mid 1800’s the only significant buildings in this 
area were the medieval Duxford Chapel and the Red Lion Hotel (both listed) which 
were a adjacent to a toll bridge over the River Cam.  
  
In all the South Cambridgeshire Local Plans published since 1999 the above area 
together with the southern end of Duxford Road has been designated Whittlesford 
Bridge. It was part of Duxford parish until comparatively recently and, as such, was not 
part of the Green Belt. This being so, it is now the only area of Whittleford parish where 
a significant amount of land is potentially available for development. In this 
Neighbourhood Plan the Whittlesford Bridge area will be referred to as Whittlesford 
Station area. 
 
2.1 The overall context for the Neighbourhood Plan is set by the National 

Planning Policy Framework2 and elaborated further by the South 
Cambridgeshire Local Plan of 2018 which covers the period to 2031.  A 
notable feature of the new Local Plan is that as far as Whittlesford is 
concerned there has been no change whatsoever in the line or area of the 
Green Belt. However, this Local Plan will be subject to an immediate review, 
to be submitted in 2022, considering revised economic, population and jobs 
growth. It is within this framework that the Neighbourhood Plan for 
Whittlesford is constructed.  

 
2.2 Whittlesford is noted as a desirable village to live for people working in 

Cambridge and increasingly in the growing knowledge-based industries in this 
area to the south of the City. Our village station, which sees over half a million 
passengers a year, also makes it convenient for commuting to both London 
and to Cambridge. Whittlesford has a large, central sports and recreation 
area, a well-used village hall, a shop and Post Office and a highly-rated 
primary school. It also has three pubs/restaurants and a hotel, and a thriving 
social club. There are many active sports clubs and other village 
organisations such as the Gardening Club, Whittlewomen, Millennium Group 
and Whittlesford Society. 

 
2.3 The village has been able to retain a semi-rural environment, with farming an 

activity within and around the village itself. The natural environment of the village 
is one that the community sets great store in seeing flourish. The village benefits 
from being surrounded by considerable areas of Green Belt land. With open 
fields, hedgerows, areas of woodland, the river Cam and other wet areas, there is 
a variety of wildlife habitats and a range of bird, animal and plant species thrive. 
There is also a well-used networks of footpaths, regularly walked by a significant 
number of residents. 

 
2.4 Whittlesford today retains a wealth of historic listed buildings including the 11th 

century Grade 1 listed Parish Church. There are a further 48 listed properties in 
the Parish dating from the 14th century (Duxford Chapel) and including recently 
listed 20th century houses amongst the Officers Married Quarters at the former 
Duxford Airfield. 
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2.5 Approximately 30 residents are either self-employed or run micro-businesses 
from home. With the exception of Cambridge Assessment on Hill Farm Road, 
there are very few direct employment opportunities in Whittlesford. Jobs in the 
small business units in the village are largely filled by people from outside the 
parish. However, there are also large employers within easy reach including the 
Genome Campus, Hinxton, The Imperial War Museum, the Universities and the 
various regional science parks. 

 

2.6 While these are positive factors, the success of the village has served to increase 
house prices to the extent that people who attended the village school, or whose 
families have lived in the locality for generations cannot afford to purchase 
houses in the village on the open market. A principal objective of this Plan 
therefore is the delivery of much needed affordable housing having regard to the 
constraints associated with the Green Belt.  

 
 A Housing Needs Survey carried out in 2017 (see Section ?) as part of the 

Neighbourhood Plan preparation, established that there was a need by some 
elderly residents to downsize. Although some years ago there was a good supply 
of small houses and bungalows in the village many have had substantial 
extensions built in recent years. The Parish Council will encourage the 
development of a small number of what are often referred to as ‘retirement 
houses’ for the over 55’s.  

 
2.7 Whittlesford parish consists of 4 distinct areas: 
 
        the central village surrounding the recreation ground; 
 
        the Newton Road area; 
 
        the houses that once formed the Officer’s Quarters at the former RAF Station 

Duxford; 
 
        the area near to the railway station of Whittlesford Parkway, extending along the 

southern boundary. 
 
        The route of the M11 to the west of the village forms a physical separation 

between the Officers’ Quarters houses and the bulk of the village.  
 

• For the purposes of this Neighbourhood Plan it has been decided 
that it would be right to consider future planning of development 
with respect to housing and business in the parish as being in two 
parts: 

• ‘Whittlesford’, being the central area, Newton Road area and the 
Officers’ Quarters, all within the Cambridge Green Belt, and 

• all the land in the ‘Whittlesford Station area’, which falls outside 
the Cambridge Green Belt. 

2Published in 2012 - https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/ 
6077/2116950.pdf 
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 The Planning policies that apply to each of these two areas are different (because 
of the Green Belt distinction) and this has influenced our thinking in developing 
the Plan.  

 
2.8 ‘Whittlesford’ is classified by SCDC as being a Group Village and as such 

only very limited further development is possible. There are virtually no sites 
available for ‘Open Market’ housing since all land outside the Village 
Framework is within the Cambridge Green Belt and practically all land inside 
the Village Framework has been built on, with the exception of some infill 
sites. The only other sites possible for new house building for the ‘Open 
Market’ would be by the demolition of an existing property, the redevelopment 
of a Brownfield site or building within the curtilage of an existing property. 

 
2.9 ‘Whittlesford Station area’ For clarity this area comprises Station Roads 

East and West, Royston Road, Owls Close, Knights Orchard, The Moraine, 
Moorfield Road (North of the A505), houses at the southern end of Duxford 
Road, and the newly completed Boundary Close. The area has been 
specifically separately identified as Whittlesford Bridge in all Local SCDC 
Plans from at least 1999. Although this area is also placed in the Group 
Village category, nevertheless it has seen considerable housing development 
in recent years and there are currently approved plans for a further 61 units. 

 
- Whittlesford Station was built in the mid 19th century. It was 

redesignated as a Parkway Station in 2009 and has 
experienced considerable growth in passenger numbers 
especially in the last five years. 

 
- In 1960 a new road was built (now designated the A505) 

running east-west just to the south of Whittlesford Station. The 
roads running to the station (Station Road East and West) and 
Royston Road further to the west are bordered on their 
southern side by the A505, and this area makes up Whittlesford 
Station.  

 
- The difference, so far as development is concerned, is that 

when the area of the Cambridge Green Belt was defined in the 
1970s nearly all the land in ‘Whittlesford’ was included whilst 
that in the Civil Parish of Duxford was excluded. In 2015 a 
boundary change brought all this area into Whittlesford Parish 
from Duxford Parish, with the boundary line being the A505 
road itself. 

 
-  When the SCDC Local Plan was published in 1999 this area 

described as ‘Whittlesford Bridge’ and given a separate listing 
together with its own separate status about further 
development. This can be illustrated by the building of The 
Moraine and Knights Orchard houses in 2009, and more 
recently the building of Boundary Close off Moorfield Road.   
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2.11 The station is outdated and requires significant improvements. Proposals for a 
Rural Travel Hub are emerging from the Greater Cambridge Partnership and 
facilities addressing some or all the above deficiencies are possibilities. For 
the purposes of this Neighbourhood Plan, the Plan is supportive of the 
principles of a Rural Travel hub, which address some of the issues set out in 
the travel section of this document. However, changes that are detrimental to 
the quality of life of people living in the parish - particularly those in the environs of 
the station - are not supported, even if they are potentially beneficial to 
commuters. 

 
3. Conclusion 
 
3.1 The Plan has been worked up with engagement with the local community. 

The preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan has been led by a Steering 
Group, currently chaired by Cllr Peter Topping and supported by the Parish 
Council. The Steering Group comprises members of the Parish Council and 
volunteers. 

 
3.2 Interest in a Neighbourhood Plan began in 2014, at which time a 

questionnaire was delivered to all households and businesses in the Parish 
(detailed analysis of the survey results is to be found on the Whittlesford 
Neighbourhood Plan website). A formal public meeting chaired by the Parish 
Council took place in March 2016, at which the concept of preparing a 
Neighbourhood Plan was elaborated. Over 70 residents attended, and over 
30 of these residents expressed interest in becoming involved in the process. 
Seven work groups were suggested at this point and residents were asked to 
sign up to their favoured work area.  

 
3.3 Further open meetings were held to further inform and consult with 

parishioners on 6th September and 25th October 2016 and 18th January, 2nd 
March and 28th September 2017. A presentation to landowners was held on 
14 Aug 2017. A data base of businesses was compiled and each was formally 
contacted seeking views. Further public meetings were held during July and 
August 2018 and a flyer on the Neighbourhood Plan circulated to every house 
in the village. A discussion with school pupils at William Westley School took 
place in June 2017.  Annual parish meetings have provided for updates on 
the progress of the plan and it is a regular agenda item at monthly parish 
council meetings, and in the monthly village magazine which is distributed to 
all households. 

 
3.4 Further, more detailed, information about the consultation process is in a 

separate Consultation Document on the website - 
www.whittlesfordneighbourhoodplan.co.uk 
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4. The Designated Neighbourhood Area 
 
 

 
 
5. Sustainable Whittlesford 
 
5.1 A requirement of Neighbourhood Plans is that they contribute towards the 

achievement of sustainable development. This means that “economic, social 
and environmental gains should be sought jointly and simultaneously through 
the planning system” (NPPF, para 8). 

 
5.2 Sustainable development is at the heart of the vision for the Whittlesford 

Neighbourhood Plan. The Parish is committed to integrating sustainable 
principles and components into this plan. In developing the Plan the definition 
used was ‘sustainable development is development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs’. 

 
5.3 The table below articulates how, taken as a whole, this Neighbourhood 

Development Plan contributes towards the achievement of sustainable 
development. 
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Sustainable 
Development 
Component 

Neighbourhood Plan Objective Policy 

Economic Role To continue to support the local economy, sustaining existing 
businesses where possible and providing opportunities for new 
businesses to become established on suitable sites in the Parish. 

 
To maintain and enhance the existing provision of facilities and 
services and ensure appropriate new provision is made for any future 
developments both within the Parish and in the surrounding areas. 

 

Social Role To ensure that opportunities for residential development in the Parish 
are managed to provide the types and styles of housing that are 
needed, taking into account design, energy efficiency and the need 
to meet the requirements of residents of all ages. 

 
To  maintain and enhance sustainable transport links within, to and 
from the Parish, particularly taking into account the presence of the 
rail station and both the challenges and opportunities it presents. 

 

Environmental 
Role 

To protect and enhance the wildlife, environment and heritage assists 
within the diverse landscapes and views of the Parish. 

 

 
 
 
6. Whittlesford SWOT analysis 
 
6.1 A SWOT analysis was undertaken in January 2017 to analyse the Parish’s 

strengths, disparities, gaps and potential in relation to issues within South 
Cambridgeshire and the wider county. 

 
6.2 The key issues that have been identified in the SWOT can be related back to the 

information available in the Evidence Baseline Document. 
 
6.3 The analysis from the SWOT was used to identify the overall vision for Whittlesford’s 

Neighbourhood Plan, and its objectives and subsequent policies. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 

• Railway station enables direct access to large 
employment centres in Cambridge, London and 
at Stansted airport 

• Good access to M11 and other major routes 
• Within easy reach of Cambridge but still rural 

village character 
• Largely surrounded by Green belt land, so not 

in immediate danger of being over-developed 
• Shop, post office, pubs and restaurants 
• Community facilities: The Lawn and Memorial 

Hall, Social Club. 
• Very good primary school including out-of- 

school club 
• Active sports clubs 
• Active community organisations e.g. 

Nicholas Swallow Trust, Millennium Group 
• Reasonable range of footpaths 
• Good number of skilled and experienced people 

willing to contribute to voluntary ac*vi*es 
• Good broadband connection across most of the 

parish. 

• Viable public transport other than trains is very 
difficult to provide in rural areas 

• Not large enough to support a wider range of 
leisure facilities 

• Insufficient parking, particularly near the station 
• Few employment opportunities in the village 
• Physically split into various sub-areas that do not 

naturally cohere 
• Limited facilities especially for teenagers 

and young people 

Opportunities Threats 

• Sensitive development could keep the village 
character while ensuring it does not stagnate. 

• Increasing numbers of jobs in South 
Cambridgeshire should keep Whittlesford as 
a popular place to live. 

• Commercial developments could provide funds 
to improve non-motorised transport, by building 
bike lanes and improving footpaths. 

• There should be opportunities to increase social 
and other links between the various parts of the 
village, particularly as more houses are built at 
the southern end. 

• Opening up M11 junction 9 in both directions 
would enable the A505 to be downgraded and 
reduce the impact of traffic on the southern end 
of the parish. 

• Redevelopment of the station area could 
improve transport links for the parish and 
provide more facilities for residents at 
the southern end. 

• Different areas of the parish could become 
increasingly disconnected. 

• Increasing numbers of commuters from outside 
the parish make traffic and parking problems 
worse. 

• Significant new employment opportunities in 
the area could cause village roads to become 
rat-runs as drivers from villages, new 
settlements to the north and west and the City 
discover back routes thereby avoiding 
conges*on and lengthy queues on the M11 and 
A505. 

• Significant areas of Green Belt land (much of it in 
the hands of the County Council) could be 
released for building and change the character 
of the parish. 

• Continued congestion on the A505, and 
potential increase of its capacity, could reduce 
the quality of life at the southern end of the 
parish. 

• Increasing house prices could change the 
demographics of the parish and force young 
people with village connections to move away. 
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Whittlesford Parish will remain an attractive and desirable place to live, 
meeting the housing needs of all ages with a community seeking to 
provide a good quality of life for all residents in a rural village environment. 
It will be a thriving and sustainable community, supported by appropriate 
infrastructure, offering a range of employment opportunities and 
maintaining green areas that are a haven for wildlife, whilst protecting and 
conserving the Parish’s rich heritage assets. 

Objective 1 - Housing Opportunities 
To ensure that opportunities for residential development in the Parish are managed to 
provide the types and styles of housing that are needed, taking into account design, 
energy efficiency and the need to meet the requirements of residents of all ages. 

 
Objective 2 - Sustainable Businesses 
To continue to support the local economy, sustaining existing businesses where 
possible and providing opportunities for new businesses to become established on 
suitable sites in the Parish. 

 

 
7. Vision and Objectives 
 
7.1 As a South Cambridgeshire District Council designated Group Village little 

development can be expected in ‘Whittlesford’ over the life time of this Plan. 
Within the village framework, i.e. the built extent of the village outside the 
Green Belt, only very limited infilling is possible. The remainder of the land 
falls within the Green Belt. Even so there could be scope for some much-
needed affordable housing on Rural Exception sites. Development of the scrap 
yard site in Station Road would fulfil the identified need for affordable housing. 
Beyond that, the expected availability of the current Highways England and CC 
Highways department depot sites in Station Road East could provide an 
opportunity to provide further housing - whether open market or affordable - as 
required under the next Local Plan, expected to be adopted in 2023. This is with 
the proviso that adequate provision for parking, buses and cycles should first be 
in place to meet the likely continued increase in use of Whittlesford Parkway 
station. It is important that any such development is in keeping with the Vision 
and Objectives of this Plan. 

 
7.2 The Vision of the Plan: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.3 The Vision will be achieved through the following five objectives that will 
enable the village to sustainably grow further into the 21st century, 
addressing the pressures of an increase of population whilst supporting its 
heritage and economic value: 
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Housing and Rural Development 

   
 

 
 
 
 
8. What does this plan do? 
 
8.1 The plan supports the delivery of a limited number of additional homes during 
 the plan period as a contribution towards the housing policies as set out in the 
 2018 South Cambridgeshire Local Plan particularly with reference to possible 
 development in the Green Belt. 
 
8.2 The Policies in this Plan specifically provide further context as to how 

development  proposals can meet the criteria set out in Policy S/4 of the 
South Cambridgeshire Local Plan of 2018 including: 

• Green corridors penetrating into the city of Cambridge; 
• Designated sites and other features contributing positively to the 

character of the landscape setting; 
• The distribution, physical separating, setting, scale and character 

of Green Belt villages; 
• A landscape which retains a strong rural character. 
 
 

9. Policies 
 

 
 

In the following section ‘Whittlesford’ and ‘Whittlesford Station area’ are dealt with 
separately.  

The Whittlesford Station area is the area in the vicinity of the southern 

Objective 3 - Environment 
To protect and enhance the wildlife, environment and heritage assets within the diverse 
landscapes and views of the Parish. 
Objective 4 - Transport 
To maintain and enhance sustainable transport links within, to and from the Parish, 
particularly taking into account the presence of the rail station and both the challenges 
and opportunities it presents. 

 
Objective 5 - Infrastructure 
To maintain and enhance the existing provision of facilities and services and ensure 
appropriate new provision is made for any future developments both within the Parish 
and in the surrounding areas. 
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boundary of the parish and is the only part of the parish with undeveloped land 
outside the Green Belt. 

 

Objective 1 - Housing Opportunities 

The Village Development Framework is essentially already fully developed, 
although there will continue to be occasional opportunities for infill. The only land 
currently available for development lies in the Whittlesford Station area. Some is 
in the process of being developed, while other sites have been the subject of 
planning applications. A large area of ‘Brownfield’ land currently occupied by the 
Cambridgeshire County Council Highways and the Highways Agency depots is 
expected to become available during the early lifetime of the Plan. Part or the whole 
of these sites could be used for housing, and/or business, and/or could be the site 
for the proposed Rural Travel Hub associated with Whittlesford Station. The 
owners of these sites currently favour the Housing option. Otherwise, there may be 
scope for development of affordable housing in Rural Exception sites, if the 
required number have not already been built on the sites in the Whittlesford Station 
area. 

Needs and Constraints 
 
1. Background 

1.1 The Parish of Whittlesford is situated in an area with a dynamic local economy 
and within easy reach of both Cambridge and London. It is an expensive area 
to live. The Local Plan prepared by the SCDC defines the settlement 
boundaries referred to as ‘development frameworks’ within which the cores 
of the built up areas in the Parish are contained. Under Policy S/10 (Group 
Villages) of the SCDC Local Plan of 2018 housing schemes will normally be 
restricted to 8 dwellings within the development framework, or exceptionally 
15 dwellings where this optimises the use of a Brownfield site. 
 

1.2 In 2005, and well before the change of the southern boundary of the Parish, 
the Parish Council prepared a Parish Plan which was sponsored by both 
Cambridgeshire Acre and The Countryside Agency. 

 All households were asked to complete a questionnaire as a means of 
assessing what the parishioners thought were the benefits of living in 
Whittlesford and what modifications/ improvements they would like to see. 
Although this Parish Plan does not have the legal status of a Neighbourhood 
Plan it provides a good consensus of views of where housing developments 
should be made in the future. Various sites in ‘Whittlesford’ were 
suggested by parishioners as possible for small scale development of houses 
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- in line with ‘Whittlesford’s’ classification as a Group Village - but all were 
within the constraints of the Cambridge Green Belt. In the intervening years 
only one of these sites as been the subject of a formal Planning Application 
and that was refused by the SCDC because of the Green Belt status. No 
sites in the ‘Whittlesford Station area were highlighted.  

1.3 In 2014 before the Parish Council’s decision to seek permission for 
developing this Neighbourhood Plan, a further questionnaire was prepared 
and circulated to all households in the Parish. The benefits of having a 
Neighbourhood Plan in place were expounded, and the views of the 
parishioners were sought on the need, size and type of further housing that 
might be required in the Parish. The conclusions were that any future 
development should place emphasis on small and medium sized properties 
with some for rent. Such properties would meet the needs of young couples 
with or without families, and for older residents wishing to downsize and thus 
free up larger properties. The Parish has a relatively large population of 
home owners and of older residents, many of whom moved here as young 
people some years ago. There is also a significant number of local authority 
1 and 2 bedroomed units especially provided for older people. These units 
are mainly for rent but recently some have been given part-ownership status 
when they have become vacant. 
 

2. Current Status 

This Neighbourhood Plan has been formulated to be fully consistent with the 
policies as detailed in the SCDC Local Plan of 2018 and with the proviso that all 
development which takes place should adhere to the principles of sustainability 
appropriate to a rural parish. These policies include Policy S/4 (Cambridge 
Green Belt), Policy S/7 (Development Frameworks), Policy S/10 (Group 
Villages) and Policy H/10 (Rural Exception Sites); all future developments both 
in ‘Whittlesford’ and ‘Whittlesford Station’ should comply as appropriate. 

3. Delivery of New Housing 
 
3.1 ‘Whittlesford’ - All the above policies have in the past, and will in the 

future, continue to exercise fundamental restraints in the further 
development of Open Market housing in ‘Whittlesford’. All of the land in 
‘Whittlesford’ with the exception of that in the Development Framework is 
within the Cambridge Green Belt (Policy S/4). Furthermore all land within 
this Development Framework with the exception of a small plot near 
Orchard Terrace, is already built on, therefore future development will be 
essentially restricted to: 
• demolition of existing properties and redevelopment of these 

sites; 
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• conversion of redundant farm buildings; 
• building further properties within the curtilage of existing houses 

or 
• the redevelopment of ‘Brownfield’ sites such as that currently 

occupied by Granta Processors in Mill Lane next to the William 
Wesley School. Planning permission was granted some years 
ago for the building of 16 houses (6 ‘Affordable’) on the site but 
eventually Granta Processors decided to refurbish the premises 
rather than move to a new site. If and when this site comes up for 
redevelopment in the future priority should be given to housing.  

• V A Pedley/Camweavers occupy a ‘Brownfield’ site within the Green Belt. A 
recent Planning Application to redevelop the land and build 7 houses has 
been refused because such a development would infringe: 
(a) SCDC Policy NH/9 concerning redevelopment in the Green Belt, and 
(b) SCDC policyE/14 concerning loss of employment land to non 
employment uses.  

 ‘Whittlesford’ therefore offers very few immediate opportunities for 
 development: only the occasional infill and the possibility of Affordable 
Housing on Rural Exception Sites (which could be situated outside the 
Development Frameworks and would be subject to the requirements that 
the affordable housing would be restricted to people with a Parish 
connection). 
 

3.2 ‘Whittlesford Station’ - Virtually all the land in this area is outside the 
Cambridge Green Belt and a large proportion of this land is included within 
the Development Framework. Landowners and developers have in recent 
years taken advantage of this classification and the recent absence of a 
current Local Plan and obtained planning permission to build a substantial 
number of open market units of mixed size and type including flats. At 
present not all these permissions have been exercised but building is well 
underway. The biggest development, on the site previously used as a 
scrapyard, with permission for 61 units, has been delayed because of the 
necessity to clean up (“remediate”) the site.  
 
 It is expected that the Cambridgeshire County Council Highways depot and 
the Highways Agency depot to the east of the station will both be relocated 
in the near future. Although the sites are just outside the Development 
Framework,  present indications are that permission will be sought for 
redevelopments for housing under Brownfield legislation. 
 The total area could accommodate 100+ units. Proposals for the 
 redevelopment of these sites will have to comply with SCDC policies S/7 
and NH/9. Because of the excellent rail services to Cambridge and London 
all of the above sites will attract people intending to commute and this 
situation will be exacerbated when the station at Cambridge South is 
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opened. However the fact that the residents will be able to travel by train, or 
possibly by bus, if and when the Rural travel hub is built in the vicinity, will 
help satisfy the sustainability element which must be considered in 
determining Planning Applications. 
 
 The number of people moving into these properties will put substantial 
 pressure on all local services particularly schools, roads and medical 
services. 
 
 

3.3 This Neighbourhood Plan makes provision for a number of houses to be 
built on the above brownfield sites consistent with: 

 - the assessed housing need from the 2017 survey (see para xx in this 
document) and possible retain part of the sites for business uses under 
SCDC Policy E14 within Employment Classes B1 (Offices, Research and 
Development), B2 (Light Industry) and B8 (Storage). In addition part of the 
sites could be used to provide additional car parking as detailed in Section 
3.3 

 
 3.4 Rural Travel Hub (RTH) 
 
Rural Travel Hubs are small flexible transport interchanges at key locations in 
South Cambridgeshire, allowing more people to access sustainable transport 
networks. The exact location of the RTH proposed by the Greater Cambridge 
Partnership (GCP) still has to be decided but it will be in the Whittlesford Station 
area or immediately adjacent to it (and not necessarily in the Parish), and could 
involve redevelopment of part of the depot sites referred to above. 
If it finally is decided that the whole development will be in ‘Whittlesford Station 
area’ this Neighbourhood Plan advocates the following (see Map   ): 
 
(a)  a bus interchange facility should be located at the western end of the present 
car park in Station Road East; 
 
(b) car parking for the disabled should be established in the Station yard on the 
western side of the station as well as in the main car park in Station Road East; 
 
(c) car parking for at least 750 cars in total (including all the present spaces on 
the western side of the station except those in the Station yard) should be at 
ground level and should utilise all the remaining land available on the present car 
Park on Station Road East together with supplementary land nearest the Station 
on the Cambridge County Council depot site. 
 
(d) the remaining land on the depot sites should then be used for building small 
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houses and/or bungalows in accordance with the Housing Needs Survey of 2017. 
 
(e) any proposal by the GCP for a multi storey car park or for the 
pedestrianisation of all or part of Station Road East will be resisted. 
 
(f) should the RTH not be built or if it is located in a neighbouring parish the depot 
site land should be used to provide: 
 

• a maximum of 10 small business units – Employment Classification B1,B2, 
and/or B8;  

 
• housing as described in (d) above; and 

 
• possibly a small shop and/or cafe. 

 
 

4. The Housing Needs Survey 

As part of the Neighbourhood Plan exercise a Housing Needs Survey was 
undertaken in early 2017 by Cambridge Acre on behalf of Whittlesford Parish 
Council.  

In spite of Whittlesford residents being classed as in the top 10% in the 
country as far as average household earnings are concerned and nearly half 
of the adult population being of graduate status, there is nevertheless a need 
for further affordable housing in the village. Currently SCDC owns 41 dwellings 
available for general use, with a further 35 units of sheltered accommodation. 
There are in addition 10 properties occupied on a shared ownership basis. All 
of the sheltered accommodation is of bungalow design with 1 or 2 bedrooms 
and is mainly occupied by elderly people. Housing Associations have a total of 
54 units (the Whittlesford based Nicholas Swallow Charity 14 units) for rent 
and 7 under shared ownership schemes.  

The Survey also showed that only 46 of the above properties (31%) are of 3-
bedroomed construction, the rest being smaller. The housing stock in the 
Parish as a whole contains 70% with 3 or more bedrooms which is a typical 
figure for South Cambridgeshire. 

The Housing Needs Survey highlighted the requirement for a further 40 units 
of affordable housing half of which should be of 1-bedroom, 14 2-bedroom and 
the remainder 3-bedroom with 36 being for rent and the others shared 
ownership. The surprising feature of the survey was the demand for the 
availability of 1-bedroomed accommodation, particularly for young people 
wishing to make the move into a place of their own for the first time. The 
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Policy WHI/1  
As increase in the number of affordable one-bedroom units over and 
above current practice 

Parish Council have in the past, and will in the future continue to strongly 
support the provision of more affordable homes in the Parish in line with the 
Housing Needs Survey. 

Presently SCDC Policy  is that  up to 40% of all developments should be 
affordable and the first 8 units of the affordable element on each development 
should be allocated on a priority basis to inhabitants of the parish or those with 
close connections to it e.g. family, work etc. The Planning Permissions 
currently in force together with those expected within the next 2-3 years (as 
detailed above) should go a long way to satisfying the needs identified in the 
Survey.  

 

A limitation of the Housing Survey was that businesses in the Parish were not 
included and therefore there could be an unknown additional demand for all 
types of housing in the Parish from their employees. 

5. Affordable Housing on Rural Exception Sites 
 
5.1 Some of the need for affordable properties could be met by use of the Rural 

Exception Classification Policy (Policy H/11) where development in the Green 
Belt is allowed. In fact in 2015 a small development of 8 affordable properties 
was built under this policy within the Cambridge Green Belt in the Newton 
Road area. A mix of rentable and shared ownership 2 and 3-bedroomed 
houses was rapidly taken up by people with Whittlesford connections. However 
land owners have been very reluctant to make land available for developments 
under this policy because the maximum value of a plot is of the order of 
£12,000 in contrast to Open Market plots which fetch upwards of £150,000.   

 
5.2  Under Policy H/11 it is also possible for the SCDC to approve schemes for 

exception sites where a significant number of additional affordable homes 
could be built by allowing some market housing in order to ensure the viability 
and/or delivery of the scheme. 

This means that Applications can now be made for the development of land in 
the Green Belt under the Rural Exception site legislation policy and such 
developments no longer have to be 100% affordable. We take no position in 
principle as to whether such developments are desirable or not; each must be 
assessed on its merits, with the Parish Council and residents supporting or 
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objecting as they see fit. If such proposals help to meet the need for 
affordable housing in ways that do not have other undesirable impacts on the 
neighbourhood, then there is no reason why they should not be supported. 

The Survey also showed that there is a requirement for a small number of 
Open Market houses or bungalows, both for young people and particularly 
for older residents of the parish who want to downsize, and this could be 
met by such a scheme. 

6. Building Design and Construction (HO Policy 2) 
 
6.1 New buildings should be compatible with their neighbours in terms of scale, 

style, materials and setting. All developments should meet, and if possible 
exceed the minimum requirements of both National and Local Standards with 
regard to design and construction of residential property. These policies 
include Policy HQ/1 (Design Principles), Policy H/8 (Housing Density) and 
Policy H/12 (Nationally Described Space Standard). We would expect 
minimum space standards to be exceeded, to ensure good living 
environments. 

 
6.2 Since 2009 Whittlesford has been a member of The Sustainable Parish Energy 

Partnership (SPEP) which is a network of parish councils, groups and 
individuals running community projects to encourage greener living. 

 New buildings should be constructed to high energy efficiency standards 
meeting at least Minimum Efficiency Level B, although affordability also has to 
be taken into account. 

 
 Particular emphasis should be paid to the level of insulation to all new buildings 

and extensions. Extra money spent at this stage will be repaid many times over 
the life of the building or extension, and in most cases will be of considerable 
environmental benefit in terms of greenhouse gas emissions. 

 
 The use of Heat Pumps should be considered especially if a central unit could 

be provided for 2 or more houses at the construction stage. Provision of solar 
panels will be encouraged provided that their visual impacts do not detract from 
the environmental setting or landscape. However the emphasis should be on 
passive energy efficiency as far as possible. We will encourage as many new 
houses as possible to be built to Passive House standards. 

 
 New homes should be equipped with a viable rainwater harvesting system 

demonstrating a payback period of less than 20 years. Rainwater harvesting 
systems for toilets, garden watering and other uses are particularly important in 
an area of low rainfall and increasing housing development, but we recognise 
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that they are not necessarily feasible or cost- effective for all new builds. 
 
 New homes should have at least one electric vehicle charging point of at least 

32 Amp capacity. If the current government target of a phase-out of all new 
cars powered solely by an internal combustion engine is to be met, this 
infrastructure will be increasingly in demand. 

 
6.3 At the detailed planning stage all developers will be required to submit a 

Design and Access Statement demonstrating how the proposed development 
will integrate with the existing character of the parish in that vicinity. 

 
6.4 Alterations and extensions to existing residences should maintain and/or 

enhance the design, character and quality of the dwelling. A detailed statement 
should be provided specifying how the materials of construction including 
windows and doors will impact on the character of the building. 

 
6.5 Walls and hedges are a feature of the village. To present ecological 

connectivity and help meet our broader environmental goals, it is essential to 
continue to permit the passage of wild animals, with boundaries ideally allowing 
the passage of an animal at least the size of a large hedgehog every 15 
metres. Native hedging species are preferred. 

 
6.6 New build sites that are conveniently situated for access to public transport and 

local facilities will be prioritised, to avoid unnecessary car journeys. On all 
developments of 20? units or more an appropriate level (as determined by 
discussions between SCDC and Whittlesford Parish Council) of on-site play 
facilities for children should be provided as a mandatory requirement to be 
financed by the developers. 

 

Objective 2 – Sustainable Local Economy 

To support the local economy by enabling existing businesses to grow, and by 
providing opportunities for new businesses to become established on suitable 
sites in the Parish. 

Here the Parish will be dealt with as a whole and reference to Whittlesford is 
synonymous with Parish or Village and includes both ‘Whittlesford’ and 
‘Whittlesford Station’. 

Needs and Constraints 

7.1 Whilst seeking to retain and enhance the essentially rural nature of the Parish, 
which is a key factor in making it an attractive place to live, ways need to be 
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found to maintain a sustainable local economy. As the use of both rail and 
roads increase commuting becomes more burdensome and highlights the 
attractiveness of working in the Parish or a neighbouring one. 

 
7.2 Whittlesford has a relatively small population, is close to Cambridge and major 

employment sites such as the Genome Campus (Hinxton), Granta Park 
(Abington), Imperial War Museum (Duxford), McDonald’s (Hinxton) and the 
Babraham Research Park (Babraham). It is well connected to Cambridge and 
London by road and rail with at least 2 trains per hour to both. Inevitably many 
residents work outside of the Parish. However, there are some significant 
employment opportunities in the Parish including those at Cambridge 
Assessment, Scutches Farm, The Red Lion Hotel complex, the Highways 
England and County Council Highways depot sites, Granta Processors, William 
Wesley Primary School, the Lion Works complex, and the Hamilton Kerr 
Institute. Farming also, as expected in a rural parish, still provides a limited 
number of jobs in spite of substantial mechanisation over the years. There are 
also a number of small and micro businesses, many of which are of a self-
employed nature and are often located at, or use, residential accommodation 
as their bases. 

 
7.3 In developing the Plan a survey was conducted to identify current employment 

opportunities and the likely future needs of businesses of all sizes within the 
Parish. The survey, in the form of a questionnaire, was sent to all businesses 
listed on the business rates register, together with known micro-businesses not 
subject to business rates. The full results of the survey can be found on the 
Whittlesford Plan website. 

 
 The key finding of the survey was a need for more small business units in the 

 Parish, particularly making use of Brownfield sites and redundant farm 
buildings. Redevelopment of the depot sites could involve the construction of 
new business units of small to medium size. Such schemes would have the 
backing of the Parish Council which is anxious to maintain local employment 
opportunities. Present indications from the landowners indicate that planning 
permission for housing will be their first priority. 
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Policy WHI/2 Home Working 
Support will be given to the establishment of home-based businesses with 
the proviso that such businesses should not have an unacceptable impact 
on the life style of nearby residents, particular because of increased traffic 
and/or noise levels, and by associated activities carried out beyond the 
normal working day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Supporting Evidence 

There are a number of policies in the recently adopted Local Plan that support 
the rural economy in particular: 

Policy H/19: Dwellings to Support a Rural-based Enterprise  

Policy E/12: New Employment Development in Villages 

Policy E/13: New Employment Development on the edge of Villages  

Policy E/14: Loss of Employment Land to Non-Employment Uses 

Whittlesford is situated in a region of high employment but offers only limited 
numbers of employment opportunities within the parish. Since many residents 
already commute to work largely by car or train, the encouragement of the 
setting up of home-based micro businesses would not only reduce the 
environmental impacts associated with commuting but also increase the amount 
of local economic activity. 

 

 

 

 

Policy WHI/3 High Speed Broadband 
The Parish Council will support the extension of current and future high 
speed broadband infrastructure to all residents and businesses and 
ensure that all new dwellings and commercial units are built to 
accommodate the best internet connectivity available. 
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Policy WHI/4 Other Employment Opportunities 
Small-scale commercial developments employing up to about 12 people will 
be favourably considered provided that there would be no significant 
adverse impact on neighbouring residents. Particular support will be given 
to the establishment or relocation of businesses which involve Agriculture or 
Horticulture. 

Supporting Evidence 

The recently adopted Local Plan already supports improvements to IT 
infrastructure via: Policy T1/8 - Infrastructure and new developments 

Policy T1/10 – Broadband 

Whittlesford has a relatively high number of micro businesses and people 
working from home. They are not always as well served by broadband as people 
in urban areas so it is important that all new houses are built to have access to 
the best services available. 

Supporting Evidence 

Local businesses employ some Whittlesford residents but the majority of 
employees come from outside the parish. These businesses contribute to the 
local economy and their on-going activities will be supported. 

There are two main employment centres in the Parish. 

The Cambridge Assessment DC10 site on Hill Farm Road is at the southern end 
of the Parish and close to the A505 and M11. Use is made of the established 
warehouse facilities for the storing and distributing of examination papers. There 
is also limited marking of completed scripts on site. Although there are usually 
several hundred employees on site, the numbers vary and most work on 
temporary contracts. Although some Whittlesford residents work here the 
majority of employees come from outside the Parish. 

The second main employment centre is at Scutches Farm, where a series of 
small business units is based in a converted barn complex in the High Street 
close to the village centre. 

Nearly all the employees come from outside the Parish but many make use of 
the village shop and Post Office. At present there are only limited car parking 
arrangements on site and employees’ cars tend to clog up nearby streets. 
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Theme 1: To preserve the agricultural productivity of those areas of the 
village which are easiest to farm with modern machinery. 

 

Supporting Evidence 

As the UK continues to develop successful and innovative forms of renewable 
energy in order to secure future supply, reduce greenhouse gas emission and 
slow down climate change, it is important that Whittlesford supports these 
projects. However, due weight must be given to the impact such developments 
might have in respect of environmental damage, and the costs of future 
decommissioning and reclamation of the land at the end of their useful life. 

 

 

 

Objective 3 - Environment and Heritage 

To protect and enhance the wildlife environment and heritage assets within the 
diverse landscapes and views of the parish. 

Needs and Constraints 

Five themes have been identified within this section of the Neighbourhood Plan: 

• to preserve the agricultural productivity of an important food production 
area 

• to promote the preservation, maintenance, restoration and recreation of 
wildlife habitats, and the protection and recovery of priority species. 

• to enhance the protection of historically important buildings and sites 

• to maintain the desirable views which characterise the village 

• to give formal planning guidance for the protection of the great crested 
newt. 

 

Policy WHI/5 Renewable Energy Projects 
Solar, biomass and wind energy projects will be encouraged provided that: 
they would not have a detrimental impact on residents; were not situated on 
Grade 2 or 3A agricultural land; or detract from the defined views (See Policy 
??) or the historic core of the village. 

Environment and Heritage 
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Policy WHI/6 Protecting Areas of Significant Agricultural Value 
When assessing planning applications in the parish against Local Plan 
Policy NH/3 Protecting Agricultural Land, particular regard shall be had to 
the productive agricultural value of the land. Map ?? designates 
Whittlesford’s Areas of Significant Agricultural Value. 

The parish of Whittlesford is an important source of food. As can be seen on 
Map ?? the land surrounding the built-up area of the village is largely Grade 2 
(good) or Grade 3a (good to moderate) agricultural land. Throughout the year 
this land supports a number of typical arable and/or vegetable crop rotations. 
Grade 2 land is located primarily to the east and north-east surrounding the main 
village and extends along and beyond the Newton Road area. Grade 3 land is 
situated mainly to the west and south - including fields adjacent to Duxford Camp 
and Whittlesford Station area. There are a number of smaller fields, many 
adjacent to the village development framework, under 2 hectares in size which 
are difficult to farm with modern machinery. 

Local Plan Policy NH/3 establishes across the District that planning permission 
will not be granted for development which would lead to the irreversible loss of 
Grades 1, 2 or 3a agricultural land unless the land as been allocated in the Local 
Plan, or sustainability considerations and the need for development are sufficient 
to override the need to protect the agricultural value of the land. In order to allow 
an appropriate interpretation of this strategic policy within the context of 
Whittlesford Parish the Neighbourhood Plan has identified the larger fields as 
Areas of Significant Agricultural Value. This reflects the current value attached to 
their food production capacity and this must be considered as per Policy WHI/1 
below. The designated Areas of Significant Agricultural Value are show in Map?? 

Any smaller areas of agricultural land within or adjacent to the village 
development area that are brought forward as Rural Exception Sites would have 
to comply with National and District policy and meet all the criteria listed in 
SCDC plan Policy HG/5. It is noted that smaller fields may have considerable 
value for biodiversity 
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Theme 2: Protecting and Enhancing the Natural Environment. To identify a 
series of sites which form a comprehensive ecological network connecting 
with other parishes to the north of the A505 with the aim of promoting the 
preservation, maintenance, restoration and re-creation of wildlife habitats, 
and the protection and recovery of priority species. This will create a viable 
ecological network and thereby enable freer movement of species within it. 

Policy WHI/7.1 Protecting the Whittlesford Nature Network 
Development proposals within the Whittlesford Nature Network, indicated 
on  Map ?? will be expected to conserve or enhance its value. 
Consideration shall be given to the integrity of the network as a whole, the 
individual sites which make up the network and the protection of the 
priority species which the sites support. If adverse impacts cannot be 
avoided, proposals will be expected to mitigate and/or fully compensate for 
these impacts and seek to achieve an overall net gain in biodiversity. 

Whittlesford Nature Network - The Northern Vision 

South Cambridgeshire is identified as having only 1% of its land area classified 
as Natural compared with an average in England of 14.5%. Whittlesford retains 
good areas of Natural landscape and has the potential to improve biodiversity 
significantly. See Supporting Evidence 3 to 8 below. 

 

 

 

 

Whittlesford Nature Network is designed to establish the basis of a viable 
ecological network, principally in the northern parts of the village (The Northern 
Vision) where there is a concentration of partially waterlogged woodland, lakes 
and more open countryside. The Network already contains a County Wildlife 
Site. This aim is reinforced by the latest National Planning Policy Framework 
paragraph 168 b), c) and d) stressing “establishing coherent ecological 
networks” and paragraph 172 referring to “wildlife corridors and stepping stones 
that connect them”. 

The descriptions in attached Note 1 and map ?? give details of the areas 
concerned. Species which are expected to be found within the Whittlesford 
Nature Network are listed in Note 2. See Supporting Evidence below. 

Landowners and their agents have already agreed to participate to a greater or 
lesser extent, depending on their agricultural priorities, in seeking to manage the 
area for the benefit of biodiversity To establish the situation, we introduce Policy 
WHI/6.1. 
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Policy WHI/7.2 Conserving Wetlands 
A number of species within the waterlogged section of the Whittlesford 
Network (eg Carex elata - tufted sedge) will be unable to survive if their 
environment is allowed to dry out. It is therefore essential to prevent loss of 
this environment. Any planning application involving drainage within the 
Whittlesford Nature Network shall be accompanied by a report from a 
professionally qualified person confirming that the proposed drainage works 
will have no permanent adverse effect on the biodiversity of any site within 
the Whittlesford Nature Network. This Policy extends to Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest, County Wildlife Sites and Protected Amenity Areas. 

Policy WHI/7.3 Protecting the Ecology of Watercourses 
Any planning application within the Whittlesford Nature Network or within 
50 metres of designated watercourses as indicated on Map ?? (the river 
Granta, its tributaries, Hoffer Brook and open ditches) shall normally be 
accompanied by a full ecology survey unless the applicant can demonstrate 
that such a survey could not identify any environmental benefit. 

Theme 3: To give protection to buildings and sites of historic significance 
which are important to the village but do not currently benefit from 
enhanced protection. 

In addition the areas described in Note 3 are also to be included as part of the 
Whittlesford Nature Network with the additional policy: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whittlesford contains an important network of watercourses, as indicated on Map 
??. These watercourses and the areas around them are valuable ecological 
resources which, amongst other things, encourage the passage of wildlife. After 
discussion with the Cambridgeshire Wildlife Trust and South Cambridgeshire’s 
Ecology Consultancy Officer, a protection band of 50 metres is chosen as a 
compromise number: some proposals could, in practice, have an effect over a 
wider area. 

 

 

 

 

 

Whittlesford Non-Designated Heritage Assets 

 

 

Whittlesford already has a number of Listed Buildings recorded in Note 4. Many 
of these are within the village’s two Conservation Areas, which cover much of 
the built up area of the village, with the two listed buildings on Station Road East 
outside the Conservation Areas. Further sites of local historical interest have 
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Policy WHI/8.1 Protecting significant non-designated Heritage 
Assets  
In line with the national policy, detailed in Note 8, development proposals 
should see to conserve or enhance the heritage assets of the parish and their 
settings including both designated and non-designated heritage assets. The 
buildings and sites, detailed below and recorded in Map ?? are of architectural 
significance, local distinctiveness and character and historic importance: 
Reasons for inclusion are given in Note 8: 
1. The archaeological excavation: Saxon Village site. 
2. The Park. 
3. The wall of the walled garden. 
4. The Medieval Market on West End and related Broad Pond. 
5. The church meadow on The Butts. An important setting for the church and    

a key viewpoint for walkers and cyclists. 
6. The Lawn. 
7. The Roman bath house site north of the existing Scheduled Monument. 
8. Two World War II Type 26 pill boxes and the remains of a radar station on 

Whiteland Road. 
9. One World War II pill box on Footpath 2. See 8. 
10. The Old School building on Old School Lane. 
11. The moat around the Moat House. 
12. Maynards factory building and office 

13. Ascham House wall, West End. 
 
Any application for development of such assets will be expected to be 
accompanied by an evaluation by a competent authority explaining a 
true understanding of the value of the site and the measures taken to 
preserve the historic site or structure. 
 

been identified in accordance with the criteria of Historic England (Note 8) to 
which are applied the denomination of Whittlesford non-designated Heritage 
Assets. The following Policies WHI/7.1 and WHI/7.2 are added to reinforce 
Policy NH/14 of the Local Plan. 

The annexed map ?? designates the sites concerned. This is consistent with 
Chapter 6.48 of the Local Plan which states: “Heritage is an essential component 
of plans from a village or neighbourhood level to that of the district. A full 
understanding of the historic environment is needed to inform plans, identify 
opportunities for conservation and enhancement, and to be able to reinforce 
local identity and create a sense of place”. The sites are detailed in Policy 
WHI/7, WHI/7.3 and in Note 8, with reasons given for their inclusion. 
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Policy WHI/8.1 cont’d 
Inappropriate extensions or revisions to listed properties and other non-
designated heritage assets that, while not listed, make a contribution to the 
character of the area will be resisted. Any development must not cause harm 
or adversely impact the setting of important heritage sites in the village. 
Where proposals have any effect on a non-designated heritage asset a 
balanced judgement will be applied having regard to the scale of any harm or 
loss and the significance of the heritage asset. 
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Policy WHI/8.2 Protecting less significant non-designated Heritage 
Assets 

In addition to heritage assets described under Policy WHI/7.1 there are several 
sites which have historical interest for Whittlesford. While in future years there 
may be proposals to develop these sites, it is recommended that the historical 
significance should be considered before any planning decisions are taken. 
These sites are named below with reasons given in Note 8 and indicated on 
Map ??. 

 
1. Aristolochia clematitus sites - birthwort (Orchard Terrace and Markings 

Farm front gardens. 
2. The Long Butts/The Short Butts 
3. Footpath 1-9 including The Baulks on Footpath 1. 
4. White Bridge over the Cam on Footpath 2. 
5. The sluice, Hamilton Kerr  garden. 
6. Memorial Trees, North Road. 
7. Men’s Institute wall and door, High Street 
8. Maynard Village Drain, High Street. 
9. Church Room school extension and Spicer Library 
10. Syngenta site, Hill Farm Road. Under various names a world leader in   

crop protection and animal health. 
11. Orient House, High Street. 
12. Old Football Field, Whippletree Road. 
13. Station buildings, Whittlesford Parkway. 
14. The village shop. 
15. Stanmore Hall Pit. 
16. The village sign, North Road. 
17. The old Fire Station, Duxford Road. 
18. The former URC school room, Duxford Road 
19. The original 1921 Memorial Hall. 
20. Former Village Green now car park to the listed Tickell Arms. 
21. Former WW II VHF station and power supply building on Whiteland Road. 
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Theme 4: To identify views which residents judge to be of visual 
importance to the village with the aim of protecting them for the future. 

 

 

 

Whittlesford has a rich and diverse history. Well before being mentioned in the 
Domesday Book the village was an important river crossing on the East-West 
Icknield Way, as the word ‘ford’ in the village name indicates. Archaeological 
finds go back to the Neolithic age and there are traces of Roman occupation in 
the western part of the village. While a considerable amount of archaeological 
work has already taken place there are still many discoveries to be made, not 
least in the area around the Norman church. It is for this reason that planning 
applications need to be sensitive to places of potential archaeological interest. 
There will be a project to better identify those areas and add them the the 
Neighbourhood Plan in due course. 

 

Whittlesford Village Views 

 

There are areas of Whittlesford which form part of the visual character of the 
village and contribute to making it one of the most desirable places to live in 
Cambridgeshire. 

Residents have expressed the wish to preserve these views as far as is 
possible. The visual analysis of the village can inform the planning process in 
order to help to preserve and enhance important views, local landmarks and 
landscape features and their setting and the characteristics of much loved walks 
and open spaces. It identifies areas of open land affording key views important 
to the setting and character of the villages and the need for strategic separation 

Policy WHI/8.3 Protecting Sites of Archaeological Interest 
Development proposals affecting a site with potential archaeological 
interest shall be accompanied by an archaeological desk-based survey and, 
where applicable, a field evaluation. Any reports should be made available 
for public viewing by deposition of reports with Cambridgeshire Archives 
Historical Environment Record and any archive material with an accredited 
museum. 
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and countryside character in between the developed areas. 

The views, open spaces, open areas and landmarks identified in the visual 
analysis have been chosen to provide information for consideration in preparing 
and determining planning applications in order to preserve and enhance 
important local views and the character, setting and amenity value of the village 
and its open spaces. These are public views from roads, open spaces and the 
local footpath network. Further considerations are included in Note 5. 

The following Neighbourhood Plan Policy WHI/8 reinforces policy NH/2 of the 
Local Plan, which states: “Development will only be permitted where it respects 
and retains or enhances the local character and distinctiveness of the local 
landscape and of the individual National Character Area in which it is located”. 
Policy WHI/8 also supports the Green Belt policies: Additionally, statutory and 
district planning policy dictates that the integrity of the landscape must be 
protected and/or enhanced when considering planning applications. 
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Theme 4: To give formal planning guidance relating to this European 
protected and, for Whittlesford, iconic species. 

 

 

The Great Crested Newt, Triturus cristatus 

This reinforces Local Plan NH/4 subsections 3 and 4 and NH/5 with a quantified 
Policy over a defined area. See Note 6 for a fuller explanation. 

Great crested newts are rare across Europe, although can be locally abundant in 
the UK, as they are in Whittlesford. An annual survey led by Ashley Arbon, is 

Policy WHI/9 Protecting Significant Views 

Development proposals must have regard to the visual analysis of the 
village and retain the key views and visually important areas of unbuilt land 
that contribute to the setting of local landmarks, footpaths and the 
character of the village. These views are shown on Map ?? and 
photographs appear in Note 5. They are: 

 
1. View to the Church of St Mary & St Andrew from Footpath 1. 
2. View across ‘the Park’ to the Church of St Mary & St Andrew from North Road. 
3. The M11 Bridge on Whitelands Bridleway 7, long countryside views 

looking west towards Thriplow, east to the village, south over the war 
museum to the chalk hills and north towards higher ground around 
Harston and Harlton. 

4. The White Bridge and Mill pastures viewed from Footpath 2 to Sawston. 
5. Rayners Farm from North Road and 5a. The entrance to the village looking 

over the small green to Rayners Farm on Shelford Road. 
6. Rayners Farm from footpath looking north west with the Millennium Wood 

on the left and Millennium Wood field. 
7. Markings Meadow, West End looking north to the Millennium Wood. 

An important gap in the built frontage along West End. 
8. The Lawn. 
9. The tree tunnel on North Road between the Baulks footpath and Radegunds. 
10. Tree-lined Whippletree Road. 
11. Duxford Road looking east over Sawston. 
12. Duxford Road looking west towards the Imperial War Museum and the 

hills beyond. 
13. Duxford Chapel seen from the A505 together with the Red Lion Inn 

and converted dovecot. 
14. View south from footpath 8 to Heydon and the chalk hills. there are similar 

views to the high ground from the open sections of Royston Road and from 
the A505. 

15. Looking north towards the village from footpath 8. 
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Policy WHI/10 Protecting The Great Crested Newt 
Any planning application for any area within 175 metres of an great crested 
newt breeding pond, as show on Map ??, requires a pond survey and a full 
fingertip search included in a comprehensive ecology report with a 
mitigation scheme attached. It might also need a European Protected 
Species licence. 

undertaken and the results transmitted to SCDC. 

Great crested newts are protected by law, meaning that disturbance or damage 
to the newts or the habitat requires a European protected species licence. Up 
until now the exact application of the law has not been defined. Woking Borough 
Council and Natural England have pioneered The Great Crested Newt Habitat 
Improvement Plan to ensure better conservation of the species by creating or 
enhancing habitat for the great crested newt on suitable sites prior to 
development work taking place. This Improvement Plan has yet to be rolled out 
nationally but has been recently adopted by the government. 

Pending national clarification Whittlesford needs to produce clear guidance for 
planners. 

Supporting Evidence 

1. Whittlesford’s environmental and heritage assets have, over the years, been 
closely studied. Some of these assets have received statutory protection 
(see Note 9) and some have received planning designations which give a 
measure of protection falling short of full statutory protection (see Note 9a). 

2. Most of the land area of Whittlesford is designated as Green Belt, which 
affords a major development restraint. The extent of the Green Belt can be 
seen in the SCDC Local Plans Adopted Policies Map insets 109 
(Whittlesford) and 110 (Whittlesford Bridge). All land in the parish of 
Whittlesford not shown on these maps is in the Green Belt. 

3. South Cambridgeshire is recorded in the EU Corine project, supported by 
Sheffield University as having land use percentages as follows: 

 
 Farmland Natural Built on Green urban 

England % 72.9 14.5 8.8 3.8 

South 
Cambridgeshire 

90.0 1.0 6.0 3.0 
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4. Theme 2 is in conformity with National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 
2012), in which the Natural Environment provides a policy context for open 
countryside and green infrastructure. The key objectives are to protect 
valued landscapes and, where possible, provide net gains in biodiversity. 
The Theme is also confirmed in section 5.4.3 “Green Infrastructure priorities 
for South Cambridgeshire” of the June 2011 County Council document 
“Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy. Amongst these priorities are: 

• Connecting and reinforcing habitats and landscape features. 

• Conserving, enhancing and increasing the enjoyment of the district’s rural 
and historic character. 

• Improving access to Green Infrastructure across the District. 

 Policy WHI/6.1 reinforces Policies NH/5 and NH/6 of the Local Plan and 
introductory paragraph 6.18, which states “It is recognised that climate 
change poses a serious threat to biodiversity. As a means to make 
biodiversity more resilient to climate change, applicants will be encouraged 
to reduce habitat fragmentation and to strengthen ecological networks to aid 
migration, natural dispersal and the exchange of genetic material within 
species”. 

5. The parish has extensive areas of woodland and many fine individual trees. 
In addition, there are many tree preservation orders covering individual 
trees, groups of trees and woodland as well as automatic preservation of 
trees within Conservation Areas. 

6. Aerial photography confirmed by Ordnance Survey Landranger map 154, 
shows that Whittlesford contains more woodland - much of it waterlogged - 
than many villages in South Cambridgeshire. Despite most of the areas 
surrounding the village core being designated Green Belt as well as the 
County Wildlife Site and a Protected Village Amenity Area, efforts to “tidy up” 
and construction of houses using “Exception Site” legislation have broken 
the ecological network and destroyed valuable habitat. See Note 7. 

7. Whittlesford contains no areas which are European Special Areas of 
Conservation or Special Protection Areas. 

8. With the help of the Wildlife Trusts, sites have been identified which need 
protection to allow fauna and flora to flourish. Species likely to be found in 
these sites are listed in Note 2. 
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9. Policy NH/14 of the Local Plan states: 

1. Development proposals will be supported when: 

a. They sustain and enhance the special character and 
 distinctiveness of the district’s historic environment including its 
villages and countryside and its building traditions and details; 

b. They create new high-quality environments with a strong sense of 
place by responding to local heritage character including in 
innovatory ways. 

2. Development proposals will be supported when they sustain and 
enhance the significance of heritage assets, including their settings, 
particularly: 

c. Designated heritage assets, i.e. listed buildings, conservation areas, 
scheduled monuments, registered parks and gardens; 

d. Undesignated heritage assets which are identified in conservation 
area appraisals, through the development process and through 
further supplementary planning documents; 

e. The wider historic landscape of South Cambridgeshire including 
landscape and settlement patterns 

f. Designed and other landscapes including historic parks and gardens, 
churchyards, village greens and public parks; 

g. Historic places; 

h. Archaeological remains of all periods from the earliest man habitation 
to modern times. 

10. Whittlesford Village Analysis 

“Neighbourhood Plans give communities direct power to develop a shared 
vision for their neighbourhood. They help shape the development and 
growth of the local area. They also highlight opportunities for enhancement 
and conservation of features and areas which may have particular local 
value, and/or be nationally significant. Neighbourhood Plans therefore offer 
great scope for benefiting the built, natural and historic environment. 
Policies and initiatives developed within a Neighbourhood Plan should be 
backed up by solid evidence on the local landscape.” - Alison Farmer 
Touching the Tide a Guidance Note for Preparing Neighbourhood Plans. 
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The visual analysis of the village can inform the planning process in order 
to help to preserve and enhance important views, local landmarks and 
landscape features and their setting and the characteristics of much loved 
walks and open spaced. It identifies areas of open land affording key views 
important to the setting and character of the village and the need for 
strategic separation and countryside character in between the developed 
areas. The visual analysis plan identifies: 

• Landmarks, landscape features and significant open spaces. 

• Long countryside views/shorter views. 

• Strategic countryside gaps. 

• Open land affording key views important to the setting and character of 
the village. 

• The extent of the Conservation Areas. 

The views, open spaces, open areas and landmarks identified in the visual 
analysis have been chosen to provide information for consideration in 
preparing and determining planning applications in order to preserve and 
enhance important local views and the character, setting and amenity value 
of the village and its open spaces. These are public views from roads, open 
spaces and the local footpath network.. 

Landmarks, landscape features and important areas of open land are 
identified as: 

A. Rayners Farm 

B. The Parish Church of St Mary and St Andrew and “The Park” 

C. The White Bridge and Mill Meadows 

D. Duxford Chapel 

E. The Millennium Wood and Millennium Field 

F. The Lawn 

G. Wooded Whippletree Road 

H. Tree Tunnel along North Road 

I. Markings Meadow 
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The historic centre of the village identified largely by the Conservation Area. 
This part of the village and the adjoining housing is contained by woodland 
to the north, east and west and there are mature hedgerows and blocks of 
trees and small fields that soften the boundary along the southern edge. 
Beyond this the land is mostly open arable with extensive long views with 
distinct gaps to development around Whittlesford station, at Hill Farm Road 
and the War Museum. Any new development should be well located in 
relation to the village framework and avoid visual intrusion into the open 
landscape and coalescence with adjoining development. This part of the 
village is characterised by its woodland setting and and new development 
would need to respect existing trees and woodland and provide additional 
planting if necessary to assimilate new buildings into the landscape. Tree 
works applications in and around visually important areas may also affect 
the quality and character of the views and setting of the village. The 
Whittlesford Conservation Area contains many notable buildings and local 
visual and historic landmarks, and these are covered by the Conservation 
Area designation. The Officers Mess and some housing at the War 
Museum is also designated as a Conservation Area. 

 

 

Objective 4 - Transport 

The village has a major mainline railway station (Whittlesford Parkway) with 
direct connections to London Liverpool Street, Cambridge and Stansted Airport. 
In excess of 500,000 passengers use it each year. Facilities at the station are 
limited and commuter car parking on adjacent roads can be a nuisance to 
residents, motorists and cyclists. 

The Transport strategy for Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire and High 
Level Programme March 2014 identifies Whittlesford Parkway as one of four 
village stations situated on the Saffron Walden to Cambridge railway line 
corridor, close to the cluster of bio-tech sites to the south of the City. The 
Genome Campus sits on the corridor and there are strong links to the Babraham 
Research Campus, Granta Park and to Sawston. 

The Transport Strategy, prepared in parallel with the two Local Plans 
(Cambridge City and South Cambridgeshire), includes the mitigation and 
infrastructure requirements necessary to promote sustainable travel as part of 
the development strategy of the joint Local Plans. 

The Greater Cambridgeshire Partnership proposes a ring of Rural Travel Hubs 

Transport 
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surrounding Cambridge to help address public transport needs and discourage 
vehicles from entering the City. 

Whittlesford Parkway has been selected as a pilot Rural Travel Hub, and a high 
level strategic masterplan is in process for Whittlesford Parkway Station and the 
immediate surroundings. The masterplan, whilst set in the context of 
Cambridgeshire’s transport policies and strategy and in the planning framework 
of South Cambridgeshire’s Local Plan, needs to fit with the requirements of 
Whittlesford as a community. 

The masterplan will review existing passenger arrangements and facilities at 
Whittlesford Parkway, the provision for a new multi-modal transport interchange 
inclusive of a new bus station, improved cycle and pedestrian access and cycle 
parking, increased long-stay and short-term parking, drop-off facility, taxi point 
and disabled parking. Current station facilities lack toilets, waiting rooms, a lift to 
cross the platforms, refreshments and a ticket office with long opening hours 
which are basic requirements. 

As a major stakeholder, the Parish Council will be involved in discussions with 
the Greater Cambridge Partnership, the Councils involved and with residents in 
all parts of the Parish with particular reference to connectivity with the station to 
the village centre and other local destinations. 

The village is served by three local bus services, one to Cambridge, a second to 
a park and ride site at Trumpington on the outskirts of the city and a third 
occasional bus service to Saffron Walden. The buses are under-used and 
infrequent but it is hoped that revised services linked to the station masterplan 
will offer improvements to City services and neighbouring villages, with additional 
facilities, for the benefit of residents in all parts of a widely-spread Parish. 

Policies identified within the Transport section of our Plan are : 

• providing access to new development sites,  

• pedestrian and cycleway connections,  

• road safety and  

• the capacity to cope with additional transport needs.  

Proposals to reduce or control car parking throughout the village, plus traffic 
calming measures to make our roads safer for all, will be supported. 

Needs and Constraints 

1. The Parish is under pressure to provide more housing. This is putting 
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Policy WHI/11 Connections 
New developments will be required to provide appropriate pedestrian and 
cycleway connections leading to the village centre, railway station and 
other local destinations. 

Policy WHI/12 Local Services 
To support the improvement of connections from the village to surrounding 
destinations: Sawston, Duxford and the Shelfords, Saffron Walden, 
Haverhill and Cambridge; To support the establishment of bus services to 
better meet all village users’ needs. 

Policy WHI/13 Road Congestion and Safety 
To support to reduce car parking problems, particularly along Duxford 
Road, High Street, Station Road, Royston Road, The Lawn and wherever 
safety is compromised. To support road calming measure proposals. 

increasing pressure on the existing transport systems and networks. 
Therefore, with new housing, good pedestrian, cycle and bus connections 
(including links to the station) are required. 

2. Proposals for the development of residential sites will be expected to deliver 
good pedestrian and cycle connections as a comprehensive approach to 
encourage walking and cycling as well as to reduce the reliance on vehicles. 
Connectivity with the Greenways Sawston cycle route will be explored. 

3. The public transport system does not satisfactorily coincide, buses do not 
synchronise well with rail services; on some routes they are infrequent or 
slow and do not provide for evening travel in particular. This has led to an 
under use which in turn leads to a withdrawal of services from the bus 
companies. 

4. Road safety is a major cause for concern in the Parish. Controlling the speed 
of vehicles helps make the parish safer and more attractive for pedestrians 
and cyclists. Street furniture positioning, signal and traffic calming measures 
can affect the appearance of the village. 

Policies 
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Supporting Evidence 

1. A Rural Travel hub linked to Whittlesford Parkway station, together with a 
bus terminus, will provide enormous scope for new bus routes to local 
destinations including villages with superior ranges of facilities, market 
towns, Cambridge and for village-to-Whittlesford station connections. The 
Parish Council will strive to be involved with the decision-making for all new 
routes following wide consultations with residents of all age groups. It will be 
essential that plans for the Rural Travel hub will improve and enhance the 
surrounding landscape and the character of the area as well as providing 
high quality transport links. 

2. As a commuter village with a growing number of passengers using the 
railway station, demand for car parking is high. The station car parks are 
quickly filled and expensive resulting in commuter parking on adjacent roads, 
rapidly increasing to car parking on verges and on more distant roads closer 
to the village centre. A large car park linked to the Travel hub will 
undoubtedly resolve the current lack of car parking spaces at the station and 
help eliminate roadside parking - provided that the parking charges are 
minimal and will be discussed fully with the Greater Cambridge Partnership. 

3. Traffic calming measures, part speed limit reductions for Moorfield, Duxford 
and North Roads have been approved under Local Highways’ Initiative 
schemes with significant funding contribution and work has been completed. 
Further measures are being considered for additional roads in the village 
including Hill Farm Road and the junction of Middlemoor/Newton Road. 

 

 

Objective 5 - Infrastructure 

To maintain and enhance existing provision of facilities and services and to 
ensure appropriate new provision is made to support future housing 
developments within the Parish. 

Needs and Constraints 

Whittlesford is fortunate to have a wide range of amenities and clubs. Not only 
do these provide specific services (eg the village shop selling groceries, sports 
clubs providing recreational opportunities) they also provide an essential social 

Infrastructure 
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Policy WHI/14 Memorial Hall 
Development plans that improve or expand community facilities at the 
Memorial Hall will be supported. 

Policy WHI/15 Recreation and Play Equipment 
Development proposals that improve the quality of recreation and play 
space provision in the parish will be supported. This will include facilities 
to new housing areas near the station. 

Policy WHI/16 Retail 
Development proposals which ensure the long term viability of the village 
shops and post office will be supported, and new retail proposals in the 
vicinity of future housing developments near the station will be particularly 
supported. 

focus for residents, particularly for those without their own transport. 

With the pressures on further growth and development within the village, these 
Community Assets will require ongoing maintenance, refurbishment and 
expansion to ensure all local infrastructural needs are met 

Policies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supporting Evidence 

The key village assets are: 

The Memorial Hall: A major village asset and used by a large range of groups and 
individuals from Whittlesford and elsewhere. The Parish Council is the sole Trustee 
and delegates the day-to-day running to a management committee. Facilities include 
a large hall seating up to 200 with a well-equipped stage, a smaller hall, a 
professional standard kitchen and a small office used by the Parish Council. 

Policy WHI/17 Licensed Businesses 
Development plans to maintain all of the premises as viable businesses 
will be supported, subject to existing planning and licensing legislation. 
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Regular users of the Memorial Hall include: 
 

Whitsers Playgroup Carpet Bowls Club 
Cambridge Flower Club Pilates 
Fitsteps dance class TinyTalk Baby Signing 
Karate Dance Dedication 
Chestnuts Singers Tots of Fun 
Whittlesford Parish Council Gardening Club 
 

In addition, it is a preferred local venue for one-off events such as wedding receptions, 
craft fairs, discos, etc. 

The Lawn: A nine acre site officially named the King George V Playing Field in the 
centre of the village, is the focus of sporting and recreational activity and includes a 
small pavilion. The Parish Council is the custodian Trustee, delegating day-to-day 
running to the other Trustees. 

Organised sport on the Lawn includes: 

• Whittlesford Cricket Club with 50 members fielding two senior teams in local 
leagues and a junior team. 

• Whittlesford United FC with two teams competing in local leagues. 

• Whittlesford Warriors FC with several age groups and 12 teams competing 
regular in local leagues. There is insufficient space to accommodate all age 
groups on The Lawn so facilities in Ickleton, Harston, Sawston and Linton are 
also used. 

• Whittlesford Tennis Club with 40 members. 

William Westley School uses The Lawn regularly for outdoor sports and there is 
general public use. The children’s play area, created over 50 years ago, has recently 
been refurbished to bring it up to present standards. 

Key Green Spaces: Millennium Wood, allotments, community orchard, open spaces 
in housing areas. There is a very small play area in Knights Orchard, installed by the 
developer only for use of the residents there. In the Newton Road area the Parish 
Council has created an equipped play area. 

Licensed premises: The parish is served well with four licensed premises – The 
Tickell Arms, the Bees-in-the-Wall, the Social Club, and the Red Lion/Holiday Inn.   All 
are significant social hubs and contribute to the character of the parish as well as to 
the local economy. Each of the four premises has its own unique character that 
ensures that there is little displacement in business between the four in the village.  
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In addition Provenance, a licensed café/deli is located on Hill Farm Road, close to the 
Cambridge Assessment site. 

Education: the village is fortunate to have both a preschool and a Church of England 
primary school in situ, and both are held in high regard by parents and OFSTED alike. 

The Whittlesford Pre-School Playgroup (Whitsers) caters for children aged 2 1/2 to 5 
years, currently offering sessions every morning during term time in the Memorial 
Hall.    44 Children are currently registered. 

William Westley C of E Primary School is a major focus of village life both for children 
and their parents. It is situated on Mill Lane and caters for children between the ages 
of 4 and 11 with 7 years groups - A reception class for the Foundation Year, Years 1 
and 2 for Key Stage 1 (the infant years); Years 3 to 6 for Key Stage 2 (the junior 
years). Space limitations mean that the school is limited to an intake of one class size 
of 30 per year. 
 
The school is already oversubscribed, and has not always been able to accommodate 
all Whittlesford children who apply to join the Foundation Year. It follows the order of 
priority for intake set by the local authority: 

1. Children who are looked after, with a statement of special educational needs which 
names the school or for whom this is the only school that can meet their long term 
needs 

2. Children living in the catchment area, with a sibling at the school at the time of 
admission 

3. Children living in the catchment area 
4. Children living outside the catchment area, who have a sibling at the school at the 

time of admission 
5. Children living outside the catchment area, who have not been able to gain a place 

at their catchment area school because of oversubscription 
6. Children living outside the catchment area but nearest to this school, according to 

the shortest available travel route as measured by a straight line 

With the likelihood of further residential development in the Parish, the challenge of 
oversubscription will increase, but decisions on adequate schooling provision are 
outside of the scope of this plan.    

The Local Plan states that the District Council “will work with the County Council to 
provide high quality and convenient local educational services ….. particularly in 
areas of population growth”. It also states that developers should engage with the 
Children’s Services Authority to ensure the phasing of residential development is 
identified in a timely manner. 
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Churches: The two churches in Whittlesford are formally linked in an ecumenical 
partnership so that services and activities are coordinated and there are certain joint 
services. At times during the partnership the vicar of the parish church has also been 
the URC minister. 

The Parish Church of St Mary and St Andrew is a Grade 1 listed building with origins 
in the 11th century. A relatively recent extension to the church incorporates a meeting 
room. The churchyard, now almost full, contains a number of graves of servicemen 
who were stationed at RAF Duxford. 

The United Reformed Church occupies a building in the centre of the village, 
constructed in 1996. Apart from its use as a place of worship, it hosts weekly coffee 
mornings and lunches that are important opportunities for those without their own 
transport to maintain social contact. 

Independent of the two churches there is a Parish Cemetery administered by the 
Parish Council on land adjacent to the Parish Church. Land has also been acquired 
for an expansion of the cemetery when necessary. 

Retail shops: The village shop and post office were formerly run as two separate 
businesses but are now under sole ownership and are considered as essential to the 
running of the village. In addition to the products and services sold, they provide 
valuable social contact for all residents, particularly those who have limited mobility. 
The Old School just off the High Street currently houses an art gallery, gift shop and 
picture framer. There are no retail outlets close to the train station. 

There is a small shop at the service station on the A505 opposite the Imperial War 
Museum; this provides some basic food shopping for residents on the Ledo 
Road/Burma road area. In the Officers’ Mess buildings, recently converted into rented 
office space, there is a cafe open to the general public. 

Footpaths: There are currently nine designated public footpaths within the Parish, of 
which three lead outside the village and two are partly on permissive paths. They are 
shown in Map ??. Whilst these paths provide valuable walking links and opportunities 
for recreation, exercise and dog walking, there is a need expressed at public 
consultation, for more local circular footpaths and for the condition of existing ones to 
be improved. In particular, the link between the station area (the focus of potential 
residential development) and the village centre is considered inadequate by walkers 
and cyclists. 

Section 31-6 designation of various tracts of land in the Parish is a potential barrier to 
expansion of the footpath network. 

Medical: No facilities for medical or dental care exist within the Parish. Villagers 
without their own transport rely on the limited bus service to Sawston and the 
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volunteer car service for access to both. There is a busy veterinary practice (The 
Village Vet) adjacent to the station. 

Neighbouring community assets: Sawston has a well-equipped Health Centre, a 
dentist, an optician, a sports centre with swimming pool, a secondary school and a 
wide variety of shops. Other local facilities that are valued by residents include the 
McDonalds/Marks and Spencer site on the A505 and the Imperial War Museum. 
 
10. Projects 

 

10.1 Environment & Heritage Projects. 

1. To improve biodiversity and promote sensitively controlled public access via: 

• Whittlesford Parish Council will seek to enlarge the ecological network for the 
benefit of fauna and flora and its movement within and across the parish. 

• Additional footpaths (if possible enabling villagers to enjoy circular walks) will 
be created when possible where minimum threat to the natural environment will 
be caused. This would need to be negotiated with landowners and is outside 
the scope of this Plan. 

• All road verges more than 50 metres in length and 1.5 metres wise, and for 
which Whittlesford Parish Council has delegated responsibility, will be 
managed in a way to achieve Protected Road Verge status as defined by 
Cambridgeshire County Council. 

2. To ensure the continued provision of adequate recreation land for the residents of 
Whittlesford via: 

• Whittlesford Parish Council will apply for Maynards Open Space and the 
Millennium Wood to be registered as Local Green Spaces and to seek other 
areas which could be given the same level of protection. 

10.2 Transport Projects 

1. To develop a strategy for improving pedestrian and cycle connections to link all 
areas of the parish (including employment sites e.g. Cambridge Assessment and 
The Imperial War Museum) will be prepared. This will aim to provide or improve 
internal cycleways and footpaths to connect key destinations, for example the 
primary school, railway station, village shop and post office. 

2. To engage with developers at the outset to establish contributions or other 
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funding methods to support provision of cycle paths, new and improved footpaths 
and with a focus on internal footpaths and cycleways, seeking appropriate 
agreements and the finance required to support the construction, resurfacing and 
maintenance of these. 

3. To seek improvements to village road junctions leading to the A505 and 
pedestrian crossing at the Moorfield Road junction leading to Duxford village, 
through discussions with the Highways Division of Cambridgeshire County 
Council. 

4. To develop a strategy for car parking throughout the village ensuring that car 
parking and traffic calming measures support both demand and road safety.  

5. The Parish Council will liaise with South Cambridgeshire District Council, the 
Cambridgeshire Highways to assess the parking risk and introduce additional 
parking controls if necessary. 

6. The Parish Council will liaise with the County Council to ensure, as far as 
possible, that street furniture is designed and sited to make a positive contribution 
to the character and appearance of the village.  

7. A mobile traffic speed monitor and an active Speedwatch team working with the 
police helping address vehicle speeding both operate in the parish. 

 

10.3 Infrastructure Projects 

In public consultation, two strong suggestions were made regarding footpaths: 

1. A safer route from the station area to the central park of the village, either a new 
route or by significant improvements to the existing paths along Duxford Road. 
This topic is covered within Transport Policy 3. 

2. Additional footpaths that enable villagers to enjoy circular walks. This would need 
to be negotiated with landowners and is outside of the scope of this Plan. 
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Appendix 2 Appraisal of site size options table 
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Appendix 3 Environment & Heritage Notes 
 
 
Note 1: Whittlesford Nature Network (see Map??) 

 
1. The Millennium Wood 
2. Earls Hook 
3. Chalk land grassy areas 
4. Woodland and grassland between Middle Moor and Whippletree Road including the 

County Wildlife Site and Moor Plantation together with the tree belt to the northeast of 
Whippletree Road to the Little Shelford boundary including Spicer’s Lake, Walden 
Fishing Club lake and their surroundings. 

5. Thriplow Hummocky Fields SSSI. This is currently protected exclusively for Lytham 
hyssopifolia. There are other rate plants in the SSSI including Plantar major subspecies 
intermedia and members of the Riccia genus of the Marchantiophyta liverworts. 

6. Thriplow Peak Holes SSSI 
7. Chalk Pit, Stamoor Hall 
8. The Lawn (protected in the recently adopted Local Plan as a Local Green Space NH/12) 

 
 
Note 2: Provisional list of possible species that could be recorded in the areas of 
Whittlesford proposed as part of the Whittlesford Nature Network: 

Entries in red are Section 41 species named in the Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities (NERC) Act. These species are those that were identified as being most 
threatened and requiring conservation action under the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK 
BAP). 

Molluscs 

1. Helix pomatia Roman Snail previously recorded from Bar Lane Cottages and further 
along Newton Road. 

Anthropoda 

1. Subphylum Celicerta 

Class Arachnida 

Order Arenae Spiders 

2. Subphylum Crustacea 

Class Chilopoda Centipedes
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Class Diplopoda Millipedes 

3. Subphylum Crustacea 

Class Malacostraca 

Order Decapoda Crayfish, Shrimps etc. 

1. Austropotamobius pallipes White Clawed Crayfish not recorded but some ditches 
and the awarded watercourse have reasonable flow rate. 

4. Subphylum Hexapoda 

Insecta-Insects 

1. Coenonympha pamphilus Small Heath Butterfly 
2. Satyric w-album White Letter Hairstreak Butterfly 
3. Pararge aegeria Speckled Wood Butterfly 
4. Polygonia c-album Comma Butterfly 

All the above recorded from this area. 

* Laments camilla White Admiral has been sighted nearby. 

Whilst flora of this general area has been recorded to a reasonable level there are great 
tracts of land to the north and west of Whittlesford that have had no surveys for 
invertebrates. Only the Moth nights Millennium Wood and Church Meadow, Moat House, 
(Ashley Arbon Dr Louise Bacon and Dr Vince Lea) have been undertaken. 

Fish 

1. Lampetra planner Brook Lamprey 
2. Anguilla anguilla Eel 
3. Salmo tratta Brown Trout 
4. Cottus gobio Bullhead 
5. Leuciscus cephalic Chub 
* Colitis taenia Spined Loach historically recorded from Square 34 and 45 and Great Ouse 

system; many area not surveyed for this species. 

Amphibians 

1. Bufo bufo Common Toad 
2. Rana temporaria Common Frog 
3. Triturus cristatus Great Crested Newt
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4. Lissotriton vulgares Smooth Newt 

Reptiles 

1. Zootoca vivipara Common Lizard 
2. Angus fragilis Slow Worm 
3. Natrix natrix ssp helvetica Grass Snake 

Birds 

1. Cygnus olor Mute Swan 
2. Tito alba Barn Owl Schedule 1 
3. Acrocephalus schoenobaenus Sedge Warbler 
4. Cuculus caners Cuckoo 
5. Albedo atthis Kingfisher 
6. Phylloscopus trochilus Willow Warbler 
7. Perdix perdix Grey Partridge 
8. Dendrocopos minor Lesser Spotted Woodpecker 
9. Carduelis cabaret Lesser Redpoll 
10. Carduelis cannabina Common Linnet 
11. Emberiza calandra Corn Bunting 
12. Emberiza citronella Yellowhammer 
13. Motacilla flava Yellow Wagtail 
14. Musicapa striata Spotted Flycatcher 
15. Prunella modulari Dunnock 
16. Streptopelia turturi Turtle Dove 
* Turdus torguatus Ring Ouzel has been recorded in Whittlesford. 

Mammals 

1. Arvicola amphibius Water Vole 
2. Lutra lutra Otter 
3. Mustela putorius Polecat 
4. Microbes minutus Harvest Mouse 
5. Lepus europaeus Hedgehog 
6. Barbastella barbastella Barbestelle Bat 
7. Nyctalus noctula Noctule Bat 
8. Myotis daubentonii Daubenton’s Bat 
9. Pipistellus pygmaeus Soprano Pipistrelle 
10. Plecotus auritus Brown Long Eared Bat 
11. Muscardinus avellanarius Dormouse Hazel in Lower Park Wood a possible habitat if this 

species were to be introduced. 

Plants 

1. Ulmus species mostly U. minor, Smooth Leaved Elm and U. glare Wych Elm park wood 
2. Fen and marsh plants large ditches especially near King’s Meadow lake 
3. Cares binervis Green Ribbed Sedge 
4. Populous nigra sep betulifolia (Pursh) W. Wettst. North-west Europe (France, Great 

Britain, Ireland). Leaf veins and shoots finely downy; bark grey-brown, which and 
furrowed, often with heavy burrs, trunk usually heavily learning. The subspecies 
betulifolia is one of the rarest trees in Great Britain and Ireland, with only about 7,000 
trees known, of which one about 600 have been confirmed as female; less than 9%. 
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5. Dactylorhiza praetemissa Southern Marsh Orchid 
6. Dactylorhiza fuchsia Common Spotted Orchid 
7. Bulboschoenus maritimus Sea Club Rush 
* Blysmus compressus Flat Sedge possible in grazed wet grassland 

 
 
Note 3: Generic Priority Nature Sites 

1. The river Granta, all main watercourses and tributaries 
2. Hoffer Brook 
3. All open ditches within the Parish. Whittlesford has a large network of open ditches, 

particularly in the northern part. These provide very good ecological connectivity 
throughout this extensive network. 

4. All linear belts containing native trees and hedges over 25 metres long. 
5. All woodlands as quoted in South Cambridgeshire District Council schedules. 
6. All wooded areas over 0.05 hectares not currently scheduled by SCDC. 
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Note 4: Listed Buildings in Whittlesford 

 
Location and 
Description 

Location and 
Description 

Location and 
Description 

Grade 1 
Parish Church of St Mary and 
St Andrew 
Church Lane 

Grade 2 (cont’d) 
Building 147 (First World 
War Barracks) North Camp 
A505 

Grade 2 (cont’d) 
Reeds Cottage 
11 West End 

Grade 2* 
Chapel of Hospital of St 
John the Baptist 
Station Road East 

Building 46 (Squash Court) 
A505 

Tudor Cottage 
West End 

Rayners Farmhouse 
59 North Road 

Buildings 7, 8, 9 and 13 
(Airmen’s Barracks) 
A505 

39 North Road 
47 North Road 

The Guildhall 
North Road 

Building 288 
(Sergeants’ Mess) 
a505 

41 North Road 
47 North Road 

Grade 2 
20 Ledo Road (East Side) 
Ledo Road 

Building 45 (Officers’ Mess) 
A505 

43 North Road 
47 North Road 

21 Ledo Road (East Side) 
Ledo Road 

10 West End 
52 Maynards 

45 North Road 
47 North Road 

29 Ledo Road 
Ledo Road 

Barn to South-east of 
Parsonage Farmyard 
West End 

Bees in the Wall Public 
House 
36 North Road 

30 Ledo Road 
Ledo Road 

Charity Farmhouse 
West End 

Granary to East of Number 
59 (Rayners Farmhouse) 
59 North Road 

31 Ledo Road 
Ledo Road 

Markings Farmhouse 
26 West End 

K6 Telephone Kiosk 
North Road 

Building 103 
(Decontamination Centre) 
A505 

Nuns Cottage 
West End 

The Tickell  Arms 
Public House 
North Road 

Building 11 (Airmen Pilots’ 
Block) 
A505 

Oak Tree Cottage 
West End 

Whittlesford Grove 
27 North Road 

Unicorn Cottage 
Old School Lane 

Scotts 
High Street 

Storeys Cottage 
Church Lane 
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4 High Street 
High Street 

Sheads House 
High Street 

Mill House (Hamilton Kerr 
Institute) and Mill 
Mill Lane 

6 and 8 High Street 
High Street 

43 and 45 High Street 
1 Orchard Terrace 

The Shrubberies 
Duxford Road 

Barn to South of Scutches 
Farm 
High Street 

Chest Tomb to South Aisle 
Centre Bay of St Marys and 
St Andrews Parish Church 

Pump to West of Number 43 
1 Orchard Terrace 

Cromwell Cottage 
High Street 

Lawn Cottage 
Church Lane 

Middlemoor Cottage 
Middlemoor Road 

Red Lion Hotel 
Station Road East 

  

 

Insert map of listed buildings 
 
 
Note 5 Whittlesford Visual Analysis: 

“Neighbourhood Plans give communities direct power to develop a shared vision for their 
neighbourhood. They help shape the development and growth of the local area. They also 
highlight opportunities for enhancement and conservation of features and areas which 
may have particular local value, and/or be nationally significant. Neighbourhood Plans 
therefore offer great scope for benefiting the built, natural and historic environment. 
Policies and initiatives developed within a Neighbourhood Plan should be backed up by 
solid evidence on the local landscape.” - Alison Farmer Touching the Tide a Guidance Note 
for preparing Neighbourhood Plans 

The visual analysis of the village can inform the planning process in order to help to 
preserve and enhance important views, local landmarks and landscape features and their 
setting and the characteristics of much loved walks and open spaces. It identifies areas of 
open land affording key views important to the setting and character of the village and the 
need for strategic separation and countryside character in between the developed areas.  

The visual analysis plan identifies: 

• Landmarks, landscape features and significant open spaces 
• Long countryside views/shorter views 
• Strategic countryside gaps 
• Open land affording key views important to the setting and character of the village 
• The extent of the Conservation Areas
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The views, open spaces, open areas and landmarks identified in the visual analysis have 
been chosen to provide information for consideration in preparing and determining 
planning applications in order to preserve and enhance important local views and the 
character, setting and amenity value of the village and its open spaces. These are public 
views from roads, open spaces and the local footpath network. 

Landmarks, landscape features and important areas of open land are identified as: 

A Rayners Farm 

B The Parish Church of St Mary and St Andrew and “The Park” 

C The White Bridge and Mill Meadows 

D Duxford Chapel 

E The Millennium Wood and Millennium field 

F The Lawn 

G Wooded Whippletree Road 

H Tree tunnel along North Road 

I Markings Meadow 

The historic centre of the village identified largely by the Conservation Area. This part of 
the village and the adjoining housing is contained by woodland to the north, east and 
west and there are mature hedgerows and blocks of trees and small fields that soften the 
boundary along the southern edge. Beyond this the land is mostly open arable with 
extensive long views with distinct gaps to development around Whittlesford station, at Hill 
Farm Road and the War Museum. Any new development should be well located in relation 
to the village framework and avoid visual intrusion into the open landscape and 
coalescence with adjoining development. This part of the village is characterised by its 
woodland setting and any new development would need to respect existing trees and 
woodland and provide additional planting if necessary to assimilate new buildings into 
the landscape. Tree works applications in and around visually important areas may also 
affect the quality and character of the views and setting of the village. 

The Whittlesford Conservation Area contains many notable buildings and local visual and 
historic landmarks, and these are covered by the Conservation Area designation. The 
Officers Mess and some housing at the War Museum is also designated as a Conservation 
Area. 

Key views are identified as: 

Viewpoint 1 - view to the Church of St Mary and St Andrew from footpath 1. 

Viewpoint 2 - view across “the Park” to the Church of St Mary and St Andrew from North 
Road.
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Viewpoint 3 - the M11 Bridge on Whitelands Bridleway 7, long countryside views looking 
west towards Thriplow, east to the village, south over the war museum to the chalk hills 
and north towards higher ground around Harston and Harlton. 

Viewpoint 4 - The White Bridge and Mill pastures viewed from footpath 2 to Sawston. 

Viewpoint 5 - Rayners Farm from North Road 

Viewpoint 5A - The entrance to the village looking over the small green to Rayners Farm 
on Shelford Road. 

Viewpoint 6 - Rayners Farm from footpath looking north west with the Millennium Wood 
on the left and Millenium Wood field. 

Viewpoint 7 - Markings Meadow, West End looking north to the Millennium Wood. An 
important gap in the built frontage along West End. 

Viewpoint 8 - The Lawn. 

Viewpoint 9 - The tree tunnel on North Road between the Baulks footpath and 
Radegunds. 

Viewpoint 10 - Tree-lined Whippletree Road. 

Viewpoint 11 – Duxford Road looking east over Sawston. 

Viewpoint 12 – Duxford Road looking west towards the War Museum and the hills beyond. 

Viewpoint 13 – Duxford Chapel seen from the A505 seen together with the Red Lion Inn 
and converted dovecot. 

Viewpoint 14 – View south from footpath 8 to Heydon and the chalk hills. There are similar 
views to the high ground from the open sections of Royston Road and from the A505. 

Viewpoint 15 looking north towards the village from footpath 8. 
 
 
Insert visual analysis map 

 
 
Significant Views 

Viewpoint 1 - View to the Church of St Mary and St Andrew from Footpath 1 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 2 - View across ‘the Park’ to the Church of St Mary and St Andrew from North 
Road. 

Insert image 
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Viewpoint 3 - The M11 bridge on Whitelands Bridleway 7 

Insert image looking east to Whittlesford 

Insert image looking west to Thriplow 

Insert image looking south over War Museum 

Insert image looking north west 

 
Viewpoint 4 - The white bridge and Mill pastures viewed from Footpath 2 to Sawston 

Insert 5 images 
 
 
Viewpoint 5 - Rayner’s Farm 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 5A - The entrance to the village looking over the small green to Rayner’s Farm 
on Shelford Road 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 6 - Rayner’s Farm from footpath looking north west will the Millennium Wood 
on the left and Millennium Wood field. 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 7 - Markings Meadow, West End looking north to the Millennium Wood. An 
important gap in the built frontage along West End allowing views to the central open
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area of the village and the Millennium Wood. This field, on the edge of the County Wildlife 
Site Woodland, forms part of the nature network 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 8 - View from Duxford Road from south end of The Lawn looking towards the 
pavilion and the church. The houses along Mill Road and The Lawn have a homogeneous 
character. Extensions and alterations have been constructed sensitively in keeping with 
the original style of the properties and with regard to neighbouring extensions. The 
unaltered rooflines and careful use of materials for new works contributes to the street 
scene and setting of the recreation ground. Boundary treatments are important and where 
possible, the retention of hedgerows and greenery contributes to the street scene. There 
is scope to enhance The Lawn with additional tree planting on the recreation ground 
along The Lawn and Mill Lane and on highways grass areas near Butts Green. The detail of 
planning applications concerning; parking within front gardens, boundary treatments, 
extensions and loft extensions, choice of materials and colour of render will continue to 
be important to the setting of the recreation ground. 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 9 - The tree tunnel on North Road between the Baulks footpath and 
Radegunds. The tree cover and rural boundary treatment is important visually. 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 10 - Tree-lined Whippletree Road. The tree cover and rural boundary treatment 
is important visually. 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 11 - Duxford Road looking east over Sawston 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 12 - Duxford Road looking west towards the War Museum and the hills beyond. 
The open views from Duxford Road as it runs along the farmland plateau are restricted by 
high hedges but the long views can be appreciate from gaps in the hedgerows and from 
vehicles. 

Insert image
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Viewpoint 13 - Duxford Chapel seen from the A505 seen together with the Red Lion Inn 
and converted dovecot. 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 14 - View south from Footpath 8 to Heydon and the chalk hills. There are similar 
views to the high ground from the open sections of Royston Road and from the A505. 

Insert image 
 
 
Viewpoint 15 - Looking north towards the village from Footpath 8. The village is hidden by 
the ridge. The housing here sits within a well wooded setting creating a sympathetic edge 
with the countryside and the Green Belt. 

Insert 2 images 
 
 
Note 6 The Great Crested Newt 

The Great Crested Newt is a Whittlesford favourite. It is protected under the Conservation 
of Habitat and Species Regulations 2010 and is a schedule 5 species in the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981, Section 9, as amended and a UK Biodiversity Action Plan species 
2007. 

The act states that it is an offence if any person intentionally kills, injures or takes any wild 
animal included in Schedule 5, or intentionally or recklessly: 

• disturbs any such animal while it is occupying a structure or place which it uses for 
shelter or protection; or 
• obstructs access to any structure or place which any such animal uses for shelter or 
protection. 

The adults of the species enter their breeding ponds in early spring and remain there until 
late summer. They become terrestrial animals from late summer until the first frost and 
then hibernate, again on land. The terrestrial foraging and hibernation sites can be up to 
500 metres away from their breeding pond. The larvae, once developed sufficiently, 
become pulmonary breathers, leave their ponds in early autumn and become terrestrial 
animals until they are mature enough to breed. This is mostly in their third calendar year. 
While the roaming range can be up to 500 metres from the pond it is considered that a 
radius of 175 metres as described will be sufficient to satisfy the provisions of the act.
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Breeding Ponds: 

Known Whittlesford breeding ponds in 2017 (see map 6?): 

a) Broad Pond, Pond House, West End, GR: 546886,247931 
b) Temporary pond, Markings Farm, at rear of 42 West End, GR: 546809,247971 
c) The Grove garden pond, North Road, GR: 547039,248376 
d) The Grove pingo pond, North Road, GR: 546932,248428 
e) Park House pond, North Road, GR: 546997,248486 
f) Manor pond, North Road, GR: 546848,248471 
g) Manor moat, North Road, GR: 546786,248492 temporary water body (Scheduled 

Monument) 
h) Moat House moat, Church Lane, GR: 547507,248614 temporary water body 
i) Rayner’s Farm pond, North Road, GR: 546511,248564 
j) Rosemount garden pond, High Street, GR: 547224,248045 
k) Scutches Farm pond, High Street, GR: 547247,248115 
l) Large pond, 30 Royston Road, GR: 547749,247212 
m) Small pond, 30 Royston Road, GR: 547732,247257 
n) New Farm pond, Newton Road, GR: 544751,248824 

Policy WHI/9 includes any other area where newts are thought to breed. 
 
 
Note 7 Newton Road site ecology 

The site where the affordable houses were built on Newton Road had Triturus cristatus, 
Crested Newts which breed in Rayner's Farm pond then disperse to their autumn 
terrestrial foraging grounds which can be up to 500 metres from their breeding pond. 
Newton Road site is only 130 metres away and single carriageway country roads are no 
obstacle; they cross them at night. After the first air frost in late autumn they hibernate 
mostly within their autumn foraging area. Other species recorded there were Helix 
pomatia, Roman Snail another Schedule 5 species under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 
1981. In addition, this area of woodland was Whittlesford's only self-rejuvenating Elm 
Wood with Satyrium w-album, White Letter Hairstreak butterfly Natural Environment 
Research Council 41 sp. fly in the top canopy of Elm trees. Also Cosmia diffinis, White Spot 
Pinion moth; rare and larvae feed on epicormic Elm shoots.
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Note 8 Whittlesford non-designated Heritage Assets 

Historic England Advice Note 7 (May 2016) 

Defining the Scope of the Local Heritage List 

1. Age 

The age of an asset may be an important criterion, and the age range can be adjusted to 
take into account distinctive local characteristics or building traditions. 

2. Rarity 

Appropriate for all assets, as judged against local characteristics. 

3. Aesthetic Interest 

The intrinsic design value of an asset relating to local styles, materials or any other 
distinctive local characteristics. 

4. Group Value 

Groupings of assets with a clear visual design or historic relationship. 

5. Archaeological Interest 

The local heritage asset may provide evidence about past human activity in the locality, 
which may be archaeological – that is in the form of buried remains – but may also be 
revealed in the structure of buildings or in a manmade landscape. Heritage assets with 
archaeological interest are the primary source of evidence about the substance and 
evolution of places, and of the people and cultures that made them. 

6. Archival Interest 

The significance of a local heritage asset of any kind may be enhanced by a significant 
contemporary or historic written record. 

7. Historical Association 

The significance of a local heritage asset of any kind may be enhanced by a significant 
historical association of local or national note, including links to important local figures. 

8. Blue Plaque 

and other similar schemes may be relevant. 

9. Designed Landscape Interest 

The interest attached to locally important historic designed landscapes, parks and 
gardens which may relate to their design or social history. This may complement a local 
green space designation, which provides special protection against development for 
green areas of particular importance to local communities for their current use.
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10. Landmark Status 

An asset with strong communal or historical associations, or because it has especially 
striking aesthetic value, may be singled out as a landmark within the local scene. 

11. Social and Communal Value 

Relating to places perceived as a source of local identity, distinctiveness, social interaction 
and coherence, sometimes residing in intangible aspects of heritage, contributing to the 
‘collective memory’ of a place. 

Significant non-designated Heritage Assets: 
1.  The archaeological excavation: Possible Saxon Settlement. Site currently has no 
protection. Saxon Ditches, artefacts, pottery and coins have been discovered here but the full 
extent of the settlement remains unclear. The site is under no immediate threat and should it 
be subject to any planning application involving earth movements deeper than 200 mm then a 
full archaeological investigation would be demanded prior to the granting of any permission. 
The erection of livestock shelters with non-concrete footings would be acceptable. 
2.  The Park: Unprotected. Much coinage has been unearthed close to the cemetery end 
of this field. A full archaeological survey is needed before any development is contemplated in 
this whole area (also proposed for protection as a Priority Amenity Site at Theme 4 below).  
3.  The wall of the walled garden. The uninterrupted stretch of the 18th century manor’s 
wall on Church Lane is a commanding feature of Whittlesford, as is the stretch abutting the 
churchyard. Of considerable historic importance as a reminder of the time when the manor 
and the church were entirely separate from the centre of the village.  
4.  The Medieval Market on West End. Unprotected. The village was granted a charter to 
hold a market by King John. The character of the wide verges at this site and the pond are 
important to the history of Whittlesford.  
5.  The church meadow on The Butts. An important setting for the church and a key 
viewpoint for walkers and cyclists. This is a site where food was distributed to the poor and is 
adjacent both to the walled garden (see 3 above) and the Saxon Village site (see 1 above).  
6.  The Lawn (protected in the recently adopted Local Plan as a Local Green Space 
NH/12). The Lawn is also of considerable historic importance as the lawn of the original 
manor, former prisoner of war camp and a key element of the village landscape.  
7.  The Roman bath house site north of the existing Scheduled Monument (The existing 
Scheduled Monument is protected in recently adopted Local Plan NH/14 on the Thriplow 
boundary). Already Green Belt. It is likely that large parts of the existing Scheduled 
Monument have little archaeological significance but finds on the adjacent Roman bath house 
site demonstrate the importance of this site. Previous Roman tumuli destroyed shortly after 
enclosure. Large quantity of Roman artefacts, horse burial etc. Pending full assessment of 
the total area of the bath house site needs to be protected.  
8.  Two World War II pill boxes and the remains of a radar station on Whiteland Road. 
Green Belt. Of historic significance, especially in the context of the role played by Duxford 
airfield in the Second World War. Whittlesford Neighbourhood Development Plan – Pre-
submission draft 23 January 2019 68 |  
9.  One World War II pill box on Footpath 2. See 8.  
10.  The Old School building on Old School Lane. Within Conservation Area but otherwise 
unprotected. A National School built in 1859 retaining many of its original features, including 
external doors.  
11.  The moat around the Moat House. Unprotected. A 13th Century moat probably radically 
altered in the 16th Century and site of former smallpox hospital. 
This site did not satisfy all the criteria for listing. The area is now part of the Moat House 
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garden and under no immediate threat. The entire site remains within the Green Belt and the 
Whittlesford Conservation Area. The site is under no immediate threat and should it be 
subject to any planning application involving earth movements deeper than 200 mm then a 
full archaeological investigation would be demanded prior to the granting of any permission. 

Less significant non-designated Heritage Assets 

1. Aristolochia clematitus sites – birthwort (Orchard Terrace and Markings Farm 
front gardens) Previously SSSI; recorded here since 1685; poisonous 
2. The Long Butts/ The Short Butts: Previous archery practice sites. Whittlesford history 
of the longbow includes Roger Ascham’s treatise Toxophilus and William Morris window 
of Crecy bowman in the church. 
3. Footpaths 1-9 including The Baulks on Footpath. 
4. White Bridge over the Cam on Footpath 2. Known as Doctors’ Path it led to Sawston 
Surgery 
5. The sluice, Hamilton Kerr garden: part of the history of Whittlesford Mill 
6. Memorial Trees, North Road: oaks planted over the years to commemorate 
village events. 
7. Men’s Institute wall and door, High Street. Vestige of former Institute replaced by 
later housing. 
8. Maynard Village Drain, High Street. Now buried but good example of 
Victorian engineering to compensate for difficult geology. 
9. Church Room school extension and Spicer Library. Now converted into two 
dwellings but original external structure largely intact. 
10. Syngenta site, Hill Farm Road. Under various names a world leader in crop 
protection and animal health 
11. Orient House, High Street. Red Cross hospital during the Great War. 
12. Old Football Field, Whippletree Road. Now used for agriculture but the original 
village football field in the 1930s.  
13. Station Buildings, Whittlesford Parkway. 1875 replacement building for original 
which burnt down in the same year. An unspoilt example of station architecture of the 
period. 
14. The village shop. A Maynards property with much archival background. 
15. Stanmore Hall Pit. One of three pits where residents had the right to dig chalk until 
the 1970s, when the right was withdrawn. The other pits have been filled or built over. 
16. The village sign, North Road. Carved in 1977 by a relative of Howard Carter, 
who discovered the tomb of Tutankhamun in 1922. 
17. The old Fire Station on Duxford Road. Award winning fire brigade in the 
1960s. Should any development be permitted on this site it would be desirable that 
its name incorporates wording referring to the fire station. 
18. The former Congregational (United Reformed Church) schoolroom on Duxford Road 
19. The original 1921 Memorial Hall. An account of its history written by Dr M.H. Arnold, 
G. Rusted and A. Cartwright was published in 2000. 
20. Former Village Green now car park to the listed Tickell Arms. Was used for village 
gatherings. 
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Note 9 Areas receiving statutory protection 

Sites of Special Scientific Interest: 

• The Whittlesford - Thriplow (Newton Road), Hummocky Field site - Lythrum hyssopifolia 
– grass poly 

• The Thriplow Peat Holes, west of the Roman Settlement below (Appendix EH 2, Fig. 2) 

Scheduled Monuments: 

• The Roman Settlement south of Chronicle Hills  
• The Moated Site, 130m west of Whittlesford Manor) 
• The Chapel of the Hospital of St. John (Duxford Chapel), Station Road – East 

Conservation Areas: 

• The Conservation Area of the Village centre 
• The Conservation Area of the North Site of the Imperial War Museum, Duxford (IWM) 

Much of the documentation relating to Whittlesford’s Conservation Areas has been lost 
and work is under way to redefine and re-evaluate them. 

 

Listed Buildings (see Note 4 above): 

Within the Village centre and southern area of the Parish on the North Site of the Imperial 
War Museum, and Ledo Road, Duxford. 

Protected Wildlife: 

Triturus cristatus - (Great crested newt); habitat and breeding areas 

9a Areas receiving non-statutory protection: 

• The Lawn (The County Wildlife Site adjacent to Whippletree Road 
• The Community Orchard and allotments, junction of Newton and Whippletree Roads 
• Protected Village Amenity Area on Church Lane 
• Individual trees and blocks of trees within the Parish. Maps, records and Tree 

Preservation Orders (TPOs) exist for these trees on the South Cambridgeshire District 
Council (SCDC) website 

 
All of the above are protected against development within the Green Belt and to varying 
degrees by national and district planning legislation; and some by supplementary 
legislation.
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